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PREFACE

This user's manual covers the work performed under Air
Force Contract F33615-80-C-5155 (ICAM Project 6201). This
contract is sponsored by the Materials Laboratory, Air Force
Systems Command. Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. It was
administered under the technical direction of Mr. Gerald C.
Shumaker, ICAM Program Manager, Manufacturing Technology
Division, through Project Manager, Mr. David Judson. The Prime
Contractor was Production Resources Consulting of the General
Electric Company, Schenectady, New York, under the direction of
Mr. Alan Rubenstein. The General Electric Project Manager was
Mr. Myron Hurlbut of Industrial Automation Systems Department,
Albany, New York.

Certain work aimed at improving Test Bed Technology has
been performed by other contracts with Project 6201 performing
integrating functions. This work consisted of enhancements to
Test Bed software and establishment and operation of Test Bed
hardware and communications for developers and other users.
Documentation relating to the Test Bed from all of these
contractors and projects have been integrated under Project 6201
for publication and treatment as an integrated set of documents.
The particular contributors to each document are noted on the
Report Documentation Page (DD1473). A listing and description
of the entire project documentation system and how they are
related is contained In document FTR620100001, Project Overview.

The subcontractors and their contributing activities were
as follows:

TASK 4.2

Subcontractors Role

Boeing Military Aircraft Reviewer.
Company (SMAC)

D. Appleton Company Responsible for IDEF support,
(DACOM) state-of-the-art literature

search.

General Dynamics/ Responsible for factory view
Ft. Worth function and information

models.
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Subcontractors Role

Illinois Institute of Responsible for factory view
Technology function research (IITRI)

and information models of
small and medium-size business.

North American Rockwell Reviewer.

Northrop Corporation Responsible for factory view
function and information
models.

Pritsker and Associates Responsible for IDEF2 support.

SofTech Responsible for IDEFO support.

TASKS 4.3 - 4.9 (TEST BED)

Subcontractors Role

Boeing Military Aircraft Responsible for consultation on
Company (BMAC) applications of the technology

and on IBM computer technology.

Computer Technology Assisted in the areas of
Associates (CTA) communications systems, system

design and integration
methodology, and design of the
Network Transaction Manager.

Control Data Corporation Responsible for the Common Data
(CDC) Model (CDM) implementation and

part of the CDM design (shared
with DACOM).

D. Appleton Company Responsible for the overall CD
(DACOM) Subsystem design integration

and test plan, as well as part
of the design of the CDI
(shared with CDC). DACOM also
developed the Integration
Methodology and did the schema
mappings for the Application
Subsystems.

iv
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Subcontractors Role

Digital Equipment Consulting and support of the
Corporation (DEC) performance testing and on DEC

software and computer systems
operation.

McDonnell Douglas Responsible for the support and
Automation Company enhancements to the Network
(McAuto) Transaction Manager Subsystem

during 1984/1985 period.

On-Line Software Responsible for programming the
International (OSI) Communications Subsystem on the

IBM and for consulting on the
IBM.

Rath and Strong Systems Responsible for assistance in
Products (RSSP) (In 1985 the implementation and use of
became McCormack & Dodge) the MRP II package (PIOS) that

they supplied.

SofTech, Inc. Responsible for the design and
implementation of the Network
Transaction Manager (NTH) in
1981/1984 period.

Software Performance Responsible for directing the
Engineering (SPE) work on performance evaluation

and analysis.

Structural Dynamics Responsible for the User
Research Corporation Interface and Virtual Terminal
(SDRC) Interface Subsystems.

Other prime contractors under other projects who have
contributed to Test Bed Technology, their contributing
activities and responsible projects are as follows:

Contractors ICAM Project Contributing Activities

Boeing Military 1701, 2201, Enhancements for IBM
Aircraft Company 2202 node use. Technology
(BMAC) Transfer to Integrated

Sheet Metal Center
(ISMC).

v
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Contractors ICAM Project Contributing Activities

Control Data 1502, 1701 IISS enhancements to
Corporation (CDC) Common Data Model

Processor (CDMP).

D. Appleton Company 1502 IISS enhancements to
(DACOM) Integration Methodology.

General Electric 1502 Operation of the Test
Bed and communications
equipment.

Hughes Aircraft 1701 Test Bed enhancements.
Company (HAC)

Structural Dynamics 1502, 1701, IISS enhancements to
Research Corporation 1703 User Interface/Virtual
(SDRC) Terminal Interface

(UI/VTI).

Systran 1502 Test Bed enhancements.
Operation of Test Bed.

vi
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The Form Editor is a high level utility for defining and
maintaining electronic forms. In the User Interface
environment, these forms are used to communicate between an
application program and the user through calls to the Form
Processor. The Form Processor is the 1155 run time package of
routines that an application program uses to manipulate and
display forms.

This manual is intended for application programmers who
write application programs that use the Form Processor and for
anyone who creates electronic forms with the Form Definition
Language or the Forms Driven Form Editor. Knowledge of the
Integrated Information Support System (IISS) environment is
assumed.

In this manual the term uelrefers to the person running
an application program with am electronic forms interface.

...-...
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SECTION 2

DOCUMENTS

2.1 Reference Documents

[1] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, IISS Forms
LanSuaje Compliler Development Specification, DS
620144401B, 1 November 1985.

[2] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, IISS Forms
Driven Form Editor Development Specification, DS
620144402B, 1 November 1985.

[3] Systran, ICAM Documentation Standards, 15 September
1983, IDS150120000C.

This manual Is one of a set of user manuals that together
describe how to operate in the IISS environment. The
complete set consists of the following manuals listed here
for reference:

[1] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, IISS Form
Editor User Manual, UM 620144400B. 1 November 1985.

Explains how to define and maintain electronic forms.
It is intended to be used by programmers writing
application programs that use the Form Processor.

(2] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, IISS Form
Processor User Manual, UM 620144200B, 1 November 1985.

Describes the set of callable execution time routines
available to an application program to process
electronic forms. It is intended to be used by
programmers writing application programs for the IISS
environment.

[3] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, IISS
Terminal Operator Guide, OM 620144000 , 1 November
1985.

at. Explains how to operate the generic IISS terminal whenrunning an IISS application program. The IISS end

user environment, function selection and some
predefined applications are also described.

2-1
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*[4) Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, IISS Text
Editor User Manual, UM 620144600B, 1 Novembe 1985.

Explains how to use the file editing functions
including: inserting, deleting, moving and replacing
text.

U [5) Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, IISS Rapid
Application Generator User Manual, UM 620144502 , 1
November 1985.

Describes the Application Definition Language and the
process used for translating textual definitions of
interactive database applications into programs that
access selected data base information resident in the
Common Data Model. This information is accessible
through the IISS Neutral Data Manipulation Language.

[6) Structural Dynamics Research Corporation, 1155 Report
Writer User Manual, UN 620144501 , 1 November 1985.

Describes the Report Definition Language and the
process of creating a hard copy report of selected
data base information resident in the Common Data
Model. This information is accessible through the
IISS Neutral Data Manipulation Language.

[7] Structural Dynamics Research Corporation. IISS Virtual
Terminal User Manual, UM 620144300B, 1 Novembr 1985.

Explains the program callable interface to the IISS
Virtual Terminal. The callable routines. Virtual
Terminal commands and the implementation of additional
terminals are described. It is intended for
application and system programmers working in the 1155
environment.

2-2
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2.2 Terms and Abbreviations

American Standard Code for Information Interchange:
(ASCII), the character set defined by ANSI X3.4 and used by most
computer vendors.

Application Interface: (AI). subset of the IISS User
Interface that consists of the callable routines that are linked
with applications that use the Form Processor or Virtual
Terminal. The Al enables applications to be hosted on computers
other than the host of the User Interface.

Application Process: (AP), a cohesive unit of software that
can be initiated as a unit to perform some function or
functions.

4Attribute: field characteristic such as blinking,
highlighted, black, etc. and various other combinations.
Background attributes are defined for forms or windows only.
Foreground attributes are defined for items. Attributes may be
permanent, i.e., they remain the same unless changed by the
application program, or they may be temporary, i.e., they remain
in effect until the window is redisplayed.

Device Drivers: (DD). software modules written to handle
I/0 for a specific kind of terminal. The modules map terminal
specific commands and data to a neutral format. Device Drivers
are part of the UI Virtual Terminal.

Display List: is similar to the open list, except that it
contains only those forms that have been added to the screen and
are currently displayed on the screen.

Extended Binary Coded Decimal Interchange Code: (EBCDIC).
the character set used by a few computer vendors 7otably IBM)
instead of ASCII.

Field: two-dimensional space on a terminal screen.

Form: structured view which may be imposed on windows or
other forms. A form is composed of fields. These fields may be
defined as forms, items, and windows.

Form Definition: (FD), forms definition language after
compilation. It is read at runtime by the Form Processor.

2-3
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Forms Definition Language: (FDL). the language in which
electronic forms are defined.

Forms Driven Form Editor: (FDFE). subset of the FE which
consists of a forms driven application used to create Form
Definition files interactively.

Form Editor: (FE), subset of the IISS User Interface that
is used to create definitions of forms. The FE consists of the
Forms Driven Form Editor and the Forms Language Compiler.

Form Hierarchy: a graphic representation of the way in
which forms, items and windows are related to their parent form.

Forms Language Compiler: (FLAN), subset of the FE that
consists of a batch process that accepts a series of forms
definition language statements and produces form definition
files as output.

Form Processor: (FP), subset of the IISS User Interface
that consists of a set of callable execution time routines
available to an application program for form processing.

Form Processor Text Editor: (FPTE), subset of the Form
Processor that consists of software modules that provide text
editing capabilities to all users of applications that use the
Form Processor.

IISS Function Screen: the first screen that is displayed
after logon. It allows the user to specify the function he
wants to access and the device type and device name on which he
is working.

Integrated Information Support System: (IISS), a test
computing environment used to investigate, demonstrate and test
the concepts of information management and information
integration in the context of Aerospace Manufacturing. The IISS
addresses the problems of integration of data resident on
heterogeneous data bases supported by heterogeneous computers
interconnected via a Local Area Network.

Item: non-decomposable area of a form in which hard-coded
descriptive text may be placed and the only defined areas where
user data may be Input/output.

V2-4
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Message: descriptive text which may be returned in the
standard message line on the terminal screen. They are used to
warn of errors or provide other user information.

Message Line: a line on the terminal screen that is used to
display messages.

Network Transaction Manager: (NTM), IISS subsystem that
performs the coordination, communication and housekeeping
functions required to integrate the Application Processes and
System Services resident on the various hosts into a cohesive
system.

Open List: a list of all the forms that have been and are
currently open for an application process.

-. OperatinR System: (OS), software supplied with a computerwhich allows it to supervise its own operations and manage
access to hardware facilities such as memory and peripherals.

Page: instance of forms in windows that are created
whenever a form is added to a window.

Pagin and Scrolling: a method which allows a form to
contain more data than can be displayed with provisions for
viewing any portion of the data buffer.

Physical Device: a hardware terminal.

Qualified Name: the name of a form, item or window preceded
by the hierarchy path so that it is uniquely identified.

Subform: a form that is used within another form.

User Data: data which is either input by the user or
output by the application programs to items.

User Interface: (UI), IISS subsystem that controls the
user's terminal and interfaces with the rest of the system. The
UI consists of two major subsystems: the User Interface
Development System (UIDS) and the User Interface Management
System (UIMS).

User Interface Development System: (UIDS), collection of
IISS User Interface subsystems that are used by applications
programmers as they develop IISS applications. The UIDS
includes the Form Editor and the Application Generator.
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User Interface Management System: (UIMS). the runtime UI.
It consists of the Form Processor. Virtual Terminal, Application
Interface, the User Interface Services and the Text Editor.

User Interface Monitor: (UIM), part of the Form Processor
that handles messaging between the NTM and the UI. It also
provides authorization checks and initiates applications.

User Interface Services: (UIS), subset of the IISS User
Interface that consists of a package of routines that aid users
in controlling their environment. It includes message
management, change password, and application definition
services.

User Interface/Virtual Terminal Interface: (UI/VTI).

another name for the User Interface.

Virtuaal Terminal: (VT), subset of the IISS User Interface
that performs the interfacing between different terminals and
the UI. This is done by defining a specific set of terminal
features and protocols which must be supported by the Ul
software which constitutes the virtual terminal definition.

ISpecific terminals are then sapped against the virtual terminal
I'.software by specific software modules written for each type of
V real terminal supported.

Window: dynamic area of a terminal screen on which
predefined forms may be placed at run time.

Window Manager: a facility which allows the following to be
V manipulated: size and location of windows, the device on which

an application is running, the position of a form within a
window. It is part of the Form Processor,
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SECTION 3

ELECTRONIC FORMf CHARACTERISTICS

Electronic forms are very similar to the paper forms we
encounter in our everyday lives. They both contain two types of
information. First, the forms have information already printed
on then - titles, headings, descriptions of items to be filled
in. and instructions. Second, the forms have blank spaces for
information, such as the date, to be filled in by the users.

* 3.1 Fields

Electronic forms consist of areas called fields which allow
the user to enter and view variable data. Fields on electronic

* forms can be defined three ways:

* As item fields
* As form fields
e As window fields

3.1.1 Item Fields

A field on a form is usually defined as an item. An item
is a field that holds data. For example, if you enter the date
on a form, the area containing the date is an item field.

3.1.2 Form Fields

In many applications, there is a large volume of
* information to be communicated. This can result in many forms

and also forms with many items. As the number of forms and item
fields per form increases, there may be groups of items that are
shared by more than one form or that make sense by themselves.
For example. all IRS forms require identification information
such as the name, address. and social security number of the
taxpayer. These logical groups of items can be made into
separate forms and Incorporated Into other forms as subforms.
To incorporate a subform within a form, the area on the host
form where the group of Items should be located Is defined as a
form field. A subform within a form is similar to using macros
or procedures in a programming language. Forms can be nested to
any level that makes sense to keep the form definition for an
application as simple and straightforward as possible.
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3.1.3 Window Fields

Although the form within a form c ncept provides a great
deal of flexibility in defining forms, these form arrangements
are static and cannot be changed. Often times, the information
a user needs to enter for an application is dependent on
information that was previously entered. For example, if you
have a part inventory application, the information needed for
the part may depend on the part number or the storage location
entered. This results in the need for dynamic forms. A form

* can be made dynamic by defining a field as a window. A window
A is used as a place holder on the form for any number of

subforms. At run time, the application then determines what
subform(s) the window will contain. A window field can contain
more than one subform at a time. Each subform added to a window
creates a page. The Form Processor User Manual explains how to
create and use window pages for an application program.

3.2 Text

The information already printed on paper forms and the
displayed part of an electronic form Is called text. This text
is either prompt text or background text. Prompt text is
usually associated with a field and positioned relative to it.
It is used to tell the user what to enter in a particular field.
For example, if *DATE: . appears on a form. the
word "DATE:" would be prompt text. Background text is not
related to any given field and is used primarily for titles and
formatting. If the words "Please print" appear at the top of a
form, this would be background text. A line of asterisks
separating a form into sections or a box around a set of fields
would also be background text.

3.3 Interactive

*The ability to interact with a machine in a user-friendly
environment is a very important factor to consider when
developing a high quality user interface. This user-friendly
environment can be provided in part by giving the user a
comfortable. non-intimidating means of interaction. Electronic
forms have many advantages over paper forms, one of which Is
this ability toInteract with the user in a helpful manner.
This Interaction can provide the user with help in filling out
forms by prompting for information and providing feedback about
the "correctness" of that information once it has been entered.
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3.4 Attributes

To a user running an IISS application, a form is a
collection of information displayed on the terminal screen. To
the User Interface, a form is a data structure that specifies

8 how information is to be displayed on a terminal and how the
user can interact with that display. Attributes are the
characteristics of electronic forms that specify this
information. The complete list of electronic form attributes is
described next.

3.4.1 BackSround

The background attribute applies to forms and windows. It
is analogous to printing paper forms on different colors of
paper. You have the option of displaying white characters on a
black background or black characters on a white background
(sometimes known as reverse video).

3.4.2 Calculated Value

The calculated value attribute applies to item fields. It
allows the value for an item field to be specified as an
expression. A constant expression acts as a default value for
the field when it is initially displayed to the user. This
attribute also provides a way to display the current date and
time, and array indices. An array index field will contain the
name of the array and the subscripts of the first displayed
element. The subscripts will change dynamically as the array is
paged or scrolled.

Constant expressions which act as default values and array
index fields are currently supported. Future releases will
support expressions which combine strings, integers, fields and
functions with operators such as addition and concatenation to
provide field values. This type of expression will only be
evaluated when one of its components changes.

3.4.3 Conversion

The conversion attribute causes case conversion of a data
value that has been entered in an item field. The value can be
converted to all lowercase or uppercase alphabetic characters.
Specifying this attribute is optional. If this attribute is not
specified. the data value remains as It was entered by the user.
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3.4.4 Data Type

The data type attribute is used to determine the type of
data that can be entered in an item field. If the numeric
option is specified, the value entered for the item must contain
all numbers. If numeric is not specified, the default data type
is alphanumeric. If a value limit attribute is specified,
numeric is automatically assumed.

3.4.5 Entry

The entry attribute specifies entry requirements for item
fields. You can specify that a value must be entered for the
item before the form can be processed by the application
program. You can also specify that the value must fill every
position of the item.

3.4.6 Display

The foreground attribute controls access to an item field
and how it appears to the user. If an item is input, the user
may enter a value for the item. You can specify whether the
user's input will or will not be echoed on the screen. An
output item means that only the application program may enter a
value for it. One of these options must be specified but it can
be changed or temporarily overridden using the FP routine PUTATT
as explained in the Form Processor User's Manual.

* 3.4.7 !!elp

The help attribute provides user assistance for entering
data values for item fields. Help can be either a string or a
form that is displayed when the cursor is in the item field and
the (HELP) key is pressed or you can specify that the
application program decides what to do when the HELP) key is
pressed. How to use the cHELP) function key is explained in the
IISS Terminal Operator Guide.

3.4.8 Identification

The identification attribute is a unique name that
identifies a form or field. These names are used by the
application program to access form data as explained in the Form
Processor User's Manual.
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3.4.9 Justification

The justification attribute positions an entered data value
in an item field. This attribute affects the internal
representation of the value as well as how it appears to the
user when displayed. A value can begin in the leftmost position
of the field or end in the rightmost position of the field.
Specifying this attribute is optional. If this attribute is not
specified, the position of the data value remains as it was
entered by the user.

3.4.10 Location

The location attribute specifies where text and fields will
be positioned on the form. Location may be absolute with
respect to the origin of the form or relative to other fields on
the form.

3.4.11 Repetition

The repetition attribute specifies that the field appears
on the form more than once to create arrays of fields.

3.4.12 Size

The size attribute determines the area a field occupies on
the form or the area a subform occupies in a form or window
field.

3.4.13 Scroll

The scroll attribute allows a form to contain more data
than can be displayed at one time. The user can go into the
scrli/page mode of the keyboard as explained in the IISS
Terminal Operator Guide and press function keys to view
different portions of the data in the display area. Scrolling
is especially useful for those applications which must display a
list of objects from a database or file and the list is larger
than the area available for display.

3.4.14 Value Limit

The value limit attribute sets limits on the values that
can be entered in a numeric item field. A maximum or minimum
value can be set as well as a range of allowable values.
Specifying this attribute is optional. If this attribute Is
specified, the data type is assumed to be numeric.
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3.5 Defining Electronic Forms

The Form Editor provides two methods for defining
electronic forms. They are the Forms Driven Form Editor (FDFE)
and the Form Definition Language (FDL). Use the FDFE if you
want an interactive utility that allows you to define a form by
graphically positioning fields and prompts on the terminal
screen, by entering values in response to prompts for the
necessary information, or by retrieving and copying the
necessary information from existing form definitions. Use the
FDL if you prefer a programming-language style of working or you
do not have a video terminal.

3.6 Storing Forms in the IISS Environment

All form definitions are stored in FDL source files. An
FDL source file can contain more than one form definition. The
FDL compiler (FLAN) must then be used to convert the form
definitions into a format understood by the Form Processor.
FLAN reads an FDL source file and creates a separate compiled
form for each form definition contained in the source file. A
compiled form is referred to as an FD file. A hierarchy is
implied by this as shown in Figure 3-1.

Note that the FDL source files that result from forms
defined using the FDFE can be edited using any text editor and
syntactically correct form definitions created by writing FDL
entries directly into an FDL source file can be operated on by
the FDFE.
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SECTION 4

FORM DEFINITION LANGUAGE

The Form Definition Language (FDL) provides a very precise
and flexible method for defining electronic forms. Form
definitions are created by writing FDL entries directly to an
FDL source file with any text editor you might use to prepare a
program source file. More than one form may be defined in the
same FDL source file.

4.1 FDL Format Notation

This manual uses the following notation to describe the
syntax of the FDL entries:

UPPER-CASE identifies reserved words that have specific
meanings in the FDL. These words are
generally required unless the portion of the
statement containing then is itself
optional.

lower-case identifies names, numbers, or character
strings that the user must supply.

Initial upper-case identifies a statement or clause that is
defined later on.

Underscores identify reserved words or portions of
reserved words that are optional.

{IBraces enclosing vertically stacked options
indicate that one of the enclosed options is
requ ired.

[3Brackets indicate that the enclosed clause or option
is optional. When two or more options are
vertically stacked within the brackets, one
or none of them may be specified.

.. Ellipsis indicates that the preceding statement or
clause may be repeated any number of times.
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4.2 Form Definition Language Syntax

The complete FDL Syntax is listed in this section. The
following sections contain a detailed explanation of the syntax
by statement and clause.

Form Definition

CREATE FORM form-name

[ SIZE int-I C BY int-2 ] ]

BACKGROUND {BLACK) ]
{WHITE)

[ PROMPT Location promptstring ... ]

[ FieldDefinition ... ]

4-2
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Field Definition - Items

ITEM item-name [ RepeatSpec ]

Location

[ SIZE int-1 [ BY int-2 ] J

[ VALUE { string constant )
{ INDEX(field name) )
{ '. TIME' }
S'.-DATE'

(INPUT )
(OUTPUT)

DISPLAY AS (HIDDEN)
(TEXT )
[ LEFT ] [ UPPER

[DOMAIN ( [ RIGHT] (LOWER] [ MUST ENTER]

[ MUST FILL ] [ NUMERIC ] [ MAXIMUM int-l]

[ MINIMUM int-2 ] ) ]

helpstring I
[ HELP { helpform name ) ]

{ APPLICATION )

[ PROMPT Location prompt_string ... ]

Field Definition - Forms

FORM formname [ RepeatSpec 3

Location

SIZE int-I [ BY int-2 ]

- PROMPT Location promptstring ... ]
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Field Definition - Windows

WINDOW windowsname [ RepeatSpec ]

Location

SIZE int-I [ BY int-2 ]

(BLACK )
[ BACKGROUND (WHITE }

[ PROMPT Location prompt string ...

Location

S{ [ int ] { LEFT } OF [ fieldname ] -
{ ( RIGHT } AND
{ COLUMN int

-- { [ t ] ( BELOW } [ field-name 3 } -+
I [(ABOVE) ) i
{ ROW int } -+

{ [ int ] ( ABOVE I [field name ] } +-
(BELOW } lAND

I ROW int 1+-
[Rpt] AT

I [ int ] ( RIGHT I OF [ field-name ] } -
{ ( LEFT) } I
{ COLUMN int } -+

{ [int ] { LEFT } OF [ Rpt OF ] [ fieldname ] )
{ I ( RIGHT) )

{ [int ] { ABOVE I [ Rpt OF I [ fieldname ] I
{BELOWI )

int-i int-2 [RELATIVE TO [Rpt OF] [fieldname] )
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Rp

TOP LEFT
ITOP
ITOP RIGHT
LEFT
CENTER>
RIGHT
IBOTTOM LEFT I
BOTTOM
IBOTTOM RIGHTI

Repeat Spec

I ( int-I) (HORIZONTAL) (WITH int-3 SPACES][. .])

(int-1/int-2 )(VERTICAL
I { t-1imt-i

in t-h *
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4.3 Form Definition Syntax

The collection of FDL statements that define a form is a
form definition. A form definition is written to an FDL source
file with any text editor you might use to prepare a program
source file. An FDL source file may contain more than one form
definition. The syntax for a form definition is:

CREATE FORM form-name

[SIZE int-i BY int-2JI

BLACK
IBACKGROUND {WHITE)I

(PROMPT Location prompt string ... ]

(FieldDefinition ...

4.3.1 CREATE FORM Statement

Every form definition must begin with the CREATE FORM
statement. This statement tells the compiler that what follows
is a form definition. It also signals the end of the previous
form definition if this is not the first one in the source file.

CREATE FORM is the statement keyword.

form-name is a unique name of up to 10 letters and/or
numbers associated with each form. It is used
by the application program to identify the
form. A form -name is required and cannot
begin with a number. The length of this name
may be further restricted by the system you
are running on.

4.3.2 SIZE Clause

This clause determines the number of columns and rows the
"Iform will occupy when it is displayed. This is specified by the

width and height. This clause is optional and if specified,
when the form is displayed in a form or window field, the size
of the form or window takes precedence. This means that the
form will be "clipped" if the form size is larger than the size
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of the form or window it is displayed in. When the form size is
* smaller than the field size. the form size "grows" to fill the

form or window field. If you do not specify the size of the
form. it defaults to the size of the form or window it is
displayed in.

SIZE is the clause keyword.

int-1 is the width of the form. It is expressed as
the number of columns it will occupy when
displayed.

BY is a reserved word that must be included when
int-2 is specified. There must be a space
before and after this word when used.

*int-2 is the height of the field. It is expressed
as the number of rows it will occupy when
displayed. This parameter Is optional and
defaults to one if not entered.

4.3.3 BACKGROUND Clause

This clause allows you to define the background of the
form. This is analogous to specifying what color of paper a
paper form is printed on. This clause is optional. If it is
omitted, the background of the form defaults to black.

BACKGROUND is the clause keyword.

WHITE displays black characters on an opaque white
background (sometimes known as reverse video).

BLACK displays white characters on an opaque black
background.

4.3.4 PROMPT Clause

This clause allows you to specify the background text that
will appear on the form. Prompts are optional and may be
repeated as many times as needed to specify the background text
for the form.
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PROMPT is the clause keyword

Location describes where the background text will be
positioned on the form. The syntax for this
parameter is described in section 4.4.5 of
this manual.

promptstring is the background text to be displayed on the
form and must be enclosed in double quotes

("text").

4.3.5 Field DefinitionSyntax

Field definitions specify the fields a form is composed of
The information required to define a field is different for each
of the three field types.

4.3.5.1 Item Fields

An item field is one that holds data. The application
program may read from and write to these fields. The syntax for
an item field definition Is:

ITEM item-name [ Repeat Spec ]

Location

SIZE int-i [ BY int-2 ] ]

[ VALUE ( string constant ) ]
{ INDEX(field name)

TIME
.-PAGE

INPUT

"* {(OUTPUT)
DISPLAY AS ( HIDDEN )

(TEXT

DOMAIN ( [ MUST ENTER ] [ MUST FILL I [ LEFT ] [ UPPER
RIGHT] t LOWER 3

NUMERIC ] MAXIMUM Int-I I [ MINIMUM int-2 ] )
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{help string )
HELP {help form name I

APPLICATION

PROMPT Location prompt string ... I

4.3.5.1.1 ITEM Statement

This statement specifies that the form contains a data
field.

ITEM is the clause keyword.

item-name is a unique name of up to 10 letters, numbers.
and/or underscores. An application program
can read from or write to an item field by
providing the Form Processor with the name of
the Item to be accessed. An item name is
required and cannot begin with a number.

Repeat Spec specifies that the field appears on the form
more than once and whether or not the area can
be scrolled. A field may repeat, either
horizontally or vertically. n times with m
spaces between repetitions to form rows or
columns. That repeat specification may then
be repeated to form two dimensional arrays of
fields. When an array needs to be scrolled,
the number of actual data occurrences and how
many occurrences should be displayed at one
time are both specified. The syntax for this
parameter is described in section 4.3.7 of
this manual.

4.3.5.1.2 Location Clause

The Location clause specifies where the item field will be
positioned on the containing form. The syntax for Location is
described In section 4.3.6 of this manual.

4.3.5.1.3 SIZE Clause

The SIZE clause determines the area on the form that each
occurrence of the item occupies. This is specified by the width
and height. An Item may not overlap other fields or text and
must be within the boundaries of its containing form. If a
VALUE clause is included In the field definition. SIZE is
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optional for item fields. In this case, the width of the item
defaults to the length of the VALUE string and the height is
one.

SIZE is the clause keyword.

int-1 is the width of the field. It is expressed as
the number of columns it occupies on the form.

BY is a reserved word that must be included when
int-2 is specified.

*int-2 is the height of the field. It is expressed
as the number of rows it occupies on the form.
This parameter is optional and defaults to one
if not entered.

4.3.5.1.4 VALUE Clause

The VALUE clause allows you to specify the value for the
*item field as an expression. The expression is only evaluated

when one of its components changes. A constant expression acts
as a default value that will be shown in the field when the form
is first displayed to the user. If the DISPLAY AS parameter for
the field is "INPUT,. the user can change this value. If the
user does not enter another value for the item, the string
constant is returned to the application program as the default
value for the item. This clause also provides a way to display
the current data and time and array indices. An array index
field contains the name of the array and the subscripts of the
first displayed element. The subscripts will change dynamically
as the array is paged or scrolled. Future releases will support
expressions which combine strings, integers, fields and
functions with operators such as addition and concatenation.
This clause is optional. If omitted the item is blank filled.
If a constant expression is used to specify a default value and
SIZE is omitted from the field definition, the item is assumed
to be one dimensional and its length is the number of characters
in the string constant.

VALUE is the clause keyword.

string constant is a character string enclosed In double
quotes ("default value"). If the SIZE clause
is included in the field definition, the
length of the string constant can be no more

* than the total number of characters specified
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by the size. For example, if size is 4 by 3,
then the string constant should be no more
than 12 characters long. When entering
default values for multi-dimensional fields
concatenate the values and they will be split

4 apart appropriately to fill the field. For
example, if the size is 4 by 3 and the
value string is "*++++....", it will be
displayed as

,

INDEX(field name) specifies that the value for this field is the
name of the first displayed element of the
array "fieldname". The array must be on the
same form as this item field and be enclosed
in single quotes (i.e., INDEX('myfield')). If
"myfield" is a two dimensional array, an
example index would be "myfield(ll).

' TIME specifies the current time. The format is
HH:MM:SS and the length of the field must be
at least 9.

'._DATE' specifies the current date. The format is
MM/DD/YY and the length of the field must be
at least 9.

4.3.5.1.5 DISPLAY AS Clause

The DISPLAY AS clause controls access to the field This
clause is required for every item field definition.

DISPLAY AS is the clause keyword.

INPUT means that the user may enter a value for this
item and the value is echoed on the screen.
The area where the user may type is
highlighted on the form.

OUTPUT means that only the application program may
enter a value for this item. The value is
displayed in bold type on terminals that
support it.
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TEXT is the same as OUTPUT except the value is not
displayed in bold type.

HIDDEN means that the user may enter a value for this
item but the value is not echoed on the
screen. This option is typically used for
items of privileged information such as
passwords. The area where the user may type
is highlighted on the form.

4.3.5.1.6 DOMAIN Clause

At this time, the DOMAIN clause allows you to reformat the
value a user enters and specify entry requirements and
restrictions for the item field. This clause is optional. When
used, the options may be entered in any order.

DOMAIN is the clause keyword.

LEFT positions an entered value in the leftmost
position of the field. Any leading blanks are
removed. The result affects both the internal
representation of the value and how it appears
when displayed.

RIGHT positions an entered value so that it ends in
the rightmost position of the field. The
value is padded with leading blanks. The
result affects both the internal
representation of the value and how it appears
when displayed.

If neither LEFT nor RIGHT is specified. the
position of the data value will be as it was
entered in the field.

UPPER converts all lower-case characters of a data
.~ '.value to upper-case.

LOWER converts all upper-case characters of a data
value to lower-case.

If neither UPPER noz LOWER is specified, the
data value remains as it was entered In the
field.
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NUMERIC specifies that only numbers will be accepted
for the field value. If this option is not
specified, all alphanumeric characters are
accepted.

MAXIMUM mnt-I automatically specifies that only numeric
values will be accepted for the field and that
the highest value is the number "int". The
abbreviation "MAX" may be used for this
option.

MINIMUM int-2 automatically specifies that only numeric
values will be accepted for the field and that
the lowest value is the number "int". The
abbreviation "MIN" may be used for this
option.

If either MAXIMUM or MINIMUM is specified, the
field becomes NUMERIC. Both the MAXIMUM and
MINIMUM options may be specified to define a
range of acceptable field values.

MUST ENTER means that the user is required to enter a
value for the item before the form can be
processed by the application program.

MUST FILL means that the user is required to enter a
value for the item and it must fill every
position of the item. This option is
typically used for items such as phone numbers
or social security numbers.

4.3.5.1.7 HELP Clause

The HELP clause specifies a string or another form that is
displayed when the cursor is in this field and the (HELP, key is
pressed or that the application program decides what to do next.
The <HELP> key and other function keys are explained in the IISS

4'.' Terminal Operator Guide.

HELP is the clause keyword.

help string is a string of up to 60 characters enclosed in
double quotes ("help string") that is
displayed in the message line of the screen
when the 'HELP> key is pressed.
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helpformname identifies another form that is displayed when
the <HELP, key is pressed. Display of the
form containing this field is suppressed until
the ENTER> key is pressed. The help form can
be defined in the current FDL source file or a
different one.

APPLICATION specifies that the application program will
decide what to do when the (HELP> key is
pressed. The abbreviation AP may be used for
this option.

4.3.5.1.8 PROMPT Clause

The PROMPT clause allows you to specify information
associated with the field such as labels and instructions.

PROMPT is the clause keyword.

Location specifies where the information appears when
the form is displayed. The syntax for this
parameter is described in section 4.4.5.

promptstring is the information to be displayed enclosed in
double quotes ("promptstring").

4.3.5.2 Form Fields

To incorporate a subform within a form, form fields are
* used. The syntax for a form field definition is:

FORM formname [ RepeatSpec ]

Location

SIZE int-l [ BY int-2 ]

[ PROMPT Location promptstring ]

4.3.5.2.1 FORM Statement

This statement specifies that you are incorporating a
subform into the form being defined. The subform must be
defined with its own form definition. The form definition for
the subform can be in the current FDL source file or a different
one.
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FORM is the statement keyword.

formname is a unique name of up to 10 letters and/or
numbers. This form name corresponds to the
form name on the CREATE FORM statement in the
definition of the subform.

Repeat Spec specifies that the subform appears on the form
more than once and whether or not the area can
be scrolled. A subform may repeat, either

*- horizontally or vertically, n times with m
spaces between repetitions to form rows or
columns. That repeat specification may then
be repeated to form two dimensional arrays of
subforms. When an array needs to be scrolled,
the number of actual data occurrences and how
many occurrences should be displayed at one
time are both specified. The syntax for this
parameter is described in section 4.3.7 of
this manual.

. 4.3.5.2.2 Location Clause

This clause specifies the position of the first occurrence
of the subform. Repeating occurrences are then positioned
relative to this occurrence based on the repeat specification.
The syntax for this clause is described in section 4.3.6 of this
manual.

4.3.5.2.3 SIZE Clause

The SIZE clause determines the area on the form that each
occurrence of the subform may occupy. The top left character of
the form field becomes the origin of the subform it contains.

SIZE is the clause keyword.

int-l is the width of the field. It is expressed as
the number of columns it occupies on the form.

BY is a reserved word that must be included when
int-2 is specified.

"1
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int-2 is the height of the field. It is expressed
as the number of rows it occupies on the form.
This parameter is optional and defaults to one
if not entered.

-:. For form fields, the SIZE clause specifies the

maximum space on the host form that a
'subform may occupy. If the size of a subform

is not the same as the form field, the size of
the form field takes precedence.

" 4.3.5.2.4 PROMPT Clause

The PROMPT clause allows you to display information
associated with the field such as labels and instructions.

PROMPT is the clause keyword.

Location specifies where to position the information on
the form containing the field. The syntax for
this parameter is described in section 4.4.5.

: promptstring is the information to be displayed. It must
be enclosed in double quotes
("promptstring").

4.3.5.3 Window Fields

4Window fields are used as place holders on a form for
subforms to be supplied by the application program at run time.
The syntax for a window field definition is:

WINDOW windowname [ RepeatSpec ]

Location

SIZE int-l [ BY int-2 I

(BLACK I
BACKGROUND { WHITE I

[ PROMPT Location prompt string ... ]
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4.3..3.1WINDOW Statement

This statement specifies that you are defining a field on
the form as a window. Its contents will be determined by the
application at run time.

WINDOW is the statement keyword.

window-name is a unique name of up to 10 letters, numbers
and/or underscores. This name cannot begin
with a number and is used by the application
to tell the Form Processor where to put
subforms.

Repeat Spec specifies that the window appears on the form
more than once and whether or not the area can
be scrolled. A window may repeat, either
horizontally or vertically, n times with a
spaces between repetitions to form rows or
columns. That repeat specification may then
be repeated to form two dimensional arrays of
fields. When an array needs to be scrolled,
the number of actual data occurrences and how
many occurrences should be displayed at on
time are both specified. The syntax for this
parameter is described in section 4.3.7 of
this manual.

4.3.5.3.2 Location Clause

This clause specifies the position of the first occurrence
of the window on the form. Repeating occurrences are then
positioned relative to this occurrence based on the repeat
specification. The syntax for this clause is described in
section 4.3.6 of this manual.

4.3.5.3.3 SIZE Clause

The SIZE clause determines the area on the form that each
occurrence of the window may occupy. The top left character of
the window field becomes the origin of any subforms it contains.

SIZE is the clause keyword.

int-l is the width of the field. It is expressed as

the number of columns it occupies on the form.
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BY is a reserved word that must be included if
int-2 is specified.

int-2 is the height of the field. It is expressed
as the number of rows it occupies on the form.
This parameter is optional and defaults to one
if not entered.

For window fields, the SIZE clause reserves
the space on the host form for subforms to be
supplied at run time. If a subform is bigger
than the reserved window, it will be
"clipped". If it is smaller, it will "grow"
to fill the window.

4.3.5.3.4 BACKGROUND Clause

This clause allows you to define the background of the
/ '~window. This background will be seen when there are no pages in

the window as well as around forms which are smaller than thewindow. If it is omitted, the background of the window defaults
to black.

WHITE displays black characters on an opaque white
background (sometimes known as reverse video).

. 4.

BLACK displays white characters on an opaque black
background.

4.3.5.3.5 PROMPT Clause

The PROMPT clause allows you to specify information
associated with the field such as labels and instructions.

PROMPT is the clause keyword.

Location specifies where to position the information on
the form containing the field. The syntax for
this parameter is described in section 4.4.5
in this manual.

promptstring is the information to be displayed. It must
be enclosed in double quotes
("promptstring").
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* .

.? * 4.3.6 Location Clause/Parameter

Location specifies where text and fields will be positioned
on a form. Location may be absolute with respect to the origin
of the form or relative to fields on the form. The origin of a
form is at the top left corner with rows being positive down and
columns positive to the right. Relative locations are
especially useful for positioning text that is associated with
fields. The syntax for location is:

I { [int ] { LEFT ) OF [ field-name I I +-

a I { { RIGHT I } I AND
COLUMN int +-

I, { [ int{ BELOW [field-name])-+
I ( { {(ABOVE) I

-ROW int )-+

{ [ int ] { ABOVE I [field name I } +-

I { {BELOW) I AND
'-,ROW int +-

[Rpt] AT
I"-','. { [ int ] { RIGHT ) OF [ field-name I } -+
"" { { LEFT - I

{ (COLUMN int } -

{ [ int ] { LEFT) OF E Rpt OF] [field-name ]
I({ { RIGHT } -

S{ [ int (ABOVE) [ Rpt OF] [field name] }
(BELOW I -

- int-i int-2 [RELATIVE TO [Rpt OF] [field-name] I

When defining relative locations, field reference points
are used. Figure 4-1 shows the nine possible reference points
that a field can have.

.1
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Top Left Top Top Right

Left I1* Right
I Center

Bottom Left Bottom Bottom Right

* Figure 4-1 Field Reference Points

V. Each of the reference points represents a character. This
means that if you have a one character field, all nine points
are the same.

The syntax for the Rpt parameter in the location syntax is:

i TOP LEFT
TOP
TOP RIGHT
LEFT
CENTER
RIGHT
IBOTTOM LEFT I
BOTTOM
IBOTTOM RIGHTI

When positioning text and fields, they must be contained
within the boundaries of the containing form and cannot overlap
other fields or text. Column one of a form must always be blank
and there must be one blank space between an item field and any
prompt text. For example:
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prompt:___

is legal and

prompt:____

is illegal.

The following sections describe and show how to use the
location syntax to position fields. The syntax is basically the
same for positioning text. 0 represents the form origin and
represents the default field reference point.

4.3.6.1 Absolute Location

An absolute location positions the first character of a
text string or a reference point of a field at the intersection
of row (n) and column (mn) with respect to the form origin. Both
coordinates must be given. When positioning a field, the

* default reference point is the top left if the reference point
is not given.

II In
III

II m I
II I field-one

igr4- AboueLcto

Th eeec on ffil-n spstoe

Foaigur 4-2tabsltLcto
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[ Rpt I AT COLUMN int AND ROW int

or

[ Rpt ] AT ROW int AND COLUMN int

or

( Rpt 1 AT int-I int-2 [ RELATIVE TO [ Rpt OF
field-name 1] _

'p where int-I is the row and int-2 is the column.
Some valid Locations are.

TOP LEFT AT COL m AND ROW n

TOP LEFT AT n m

AT n a

..

4-22
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4.3.6.2 Relative Location

The reference point of a field can be positioned at a point
that is relative to the reference point of another field on the
form. If a specific reference point for either of the fields is
not given, the default is the top left.

I.-field-two

in

i.;. v

I. fieldone

Figure 4-3 Relative Location

The reference point of field two is positioned at row
n and column m relative to the reference point of
field one. To position field-two as shown, you would
use the location syntax:

[ Rpt I AT int-l int-2

where int-l is the row and int-2 is the column. Some
valid Locations are:

TOP LEFT AT -n m RELATIVE TO TOP LEFT OF field-one

AT -nm RELATIVE TO field one

4-23
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4.3.6.3 Relative Location (Above/Below)

The reference point of a field can be positioned n rows
above or below the reference point of another field on the form.
If reference points are not given for either of the fields, the

* default reference points are as shown by the "'s.

I fieldone

In

In

I

v

field-two

Figure 4-4 Relative Location (Above/Below)

The reference point of field_ two is positioned n
rows below the reference point of field-one. To
position field two as shown, you would use the
location syntax:

Rpt ] AT lint) { ABOVE } [ Rpt OF ] (field name)
{ BELOW-

Some valid Location clauses are:

TOP AT n BELOW BOTTOM OF field one

AT n BELOW field one
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Using the ABOVE keyword, you can position the
reference point of field -one n rows above the
reference point of field-two. Some valid Locations
are:

BOTTOM AT n ABOVE TOP OF field-two

AT n ABOVE field-two

4-2
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- 4.3.6.4 Relative Location (Right/Left)

The reference point of a field can be positioned m columns
right or left of the reference point of another field on the
form. If reference points are not given for either of the
fields, the default points are as shown by the *'s.

I n
' Field one -------- I Field two

Figure 4-5 Relative Location (Right/Left)

The reference point (Rpt) of field one is m columns
to the left of the field two reference point or the
field two reference point is m columns to the right
of the field one reference point. To position the
fields as shown, you would use the location syntax:

[ Rpt ] AT [int] { LEFT ) OF [Rpt OF] [fieldname]
{ RIGHT)

Some valid Locations are:

RIGHT AT m LEFT OF LEFT OF field-two

AT m LEFT OF LEFT OF field two

*LEFT AT m RIGHT OF RIGHT OF fieldone

AT m RIGHT OF RIGHT OF field-one

AT m RIGHT OF field-one

NOTE: The Rpt is optional so locations I and 2 shown
above are Identical as are locations 3 and 4.
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.-. 4.3.6.5 Location Relative to Two Fields

The reference point of a field can be positioned n rows
above or below the default reference point of one field and m
columns right or left of the default reference point of another
field. Any reference point can be specified for the field
being positioned. The reference points for the other fields
default to the edge of the field closest to the field being
positioned as shown by the *'s.

.5-

field-one

-' fieldtwo

ini

*1 I---------I
I m

I field three t

Figure 4-6 Location Relative to Two Fields

The reference point of field three is positioned n
rows below the bottom edge of field one and m
columns left of the left edge of field-two. To
position field three as shown, you would use the
location syntax:

[ Rpt I AT oint] ABOVE hrfield-name]
(BELOW)

AND int] LEFT OF [field name)
{ RIGHT)

4-27
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It does not matter which direction is specified
first. Some valid Locations are:

TOP RIGHT AT n BELOW field-one AND m LEFT OF
field-two

AT m LEFT field-two AND n BELOW field-one

AT n BELOW field-one AND m LEFT field-two

4-2
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4.3.6.6 Combination Location

Field positions can be a combination of absolute and relative
locations. The reference point of a field can be positioned at
row n and m columns right or left of the default reference point
of another field or at column m and n rows above or below the
default reference point of another field. Any reference point
can be specified for the field being positioned. The reference
point for the other field defaults to the edge of the field
closest to the field or text being positioned as shown by the

• ", * S.

/.'>,

.* field_one
In I

*1 I------------ >1
I m

fieldtwo I

Figure 4-7 Absolute Row/Relative Column

The field-two reference point is in row n, m
columns left of the left edge of field one. To
position field-two as shown, you would use the
location syntax:

[ Rpt ] AT ROW int AND [int] { LEFT } OF [field name]
RIGHT)

or (RGT

Rpt ] AT [int] { LEFT } OF [field-name] AND ROW int- { RIGHT)
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,; Some valid Locations are:TOP RIGHT AT ROW n AND m LEFT OF field-one

, AT m LEFT field-one AND ROW n

"AT ROW n AND m LEFT field-one

,,, J field-one

-nI

I

VV

mII
I field two I

e.I I

~Figure 4-8 Absolute Column/Relative Row

5The field -two reference point is in column m, n
rows below the bottom edge of field -one. To

.. position field two as shown, you would use the

"" [Rpt ]AT [int] (ABOVE) [field-name] AND COLUMN int
{(BELOW)

" or

psM,

"> [RPT ]AT COLUMN int AND [int {ABOVE }[field name]
-.- { BELOW
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Some valid locations are:

TOP LEFT AT n BELOW field-one AND COL m

AT TOP LEFT n BELOW field-one AND COL m

AT COL m AND n BELOW field one

4

a.'

'
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4.3.7 Repeat Spec Parameter

The repeat specification specifies that the field appears
on the form more than once and whether or not the area can be
scrolled. A field may repeat, either horizontally or
vertically, n times with m spaces between repetitions to form
rows or columns. The repeat specification may then be repeated
to form two dimensional arrays of fields. When an array needs
to be scrolled, the number of actual data occurrences and how
many occurrences should be displayed at one time are both
specified. The syntax for the Repeat Specification is:

5+_ -+

I( { int-i (HORIZONTAL) [ WITH int-3 SPACES ] [ ... ] )I
I { int-I/int-2 {VERTICAL I
I { int-I/int-lI}

I int-/ *

int-l is how many times to repeat the field on the
form (i.e., display size).

int-i/int-2 indicates that the field is scrollable using
the function keys in the "scrll/page" mode of
the keyboard. Int-I is how many times to
repeat the field on the form and int-2 is the
actual number of times the field occurs.

int-l/int-i indicates that the field is scrollable using
the function keys in the "scrll/page" mode of
the keyboard but the keys are passed back to
the application program. Int-i is how many
times to repeat the field on the form.

specifies that the field repeats indefinitely
on the form.

int-/ * indicates a scrollable open-ended array which
is not yet supported.

HORIZONTAL states that the field repeats in a horizontal
*" direction. The abbreviation H may be used for

this option.

4-32
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VERTICAL states that the field repeats in a vertical
direction. The abbreviation V may be used for
this option.

WITH is an optional reserved word that may be
included for readability.

int-3 is how many spaces to leave between field
occurrences. It defaults to one if omitted.

SPACES is an optional reserved word that may be
included for readability.

4.37.1 Row of Fields

The Repeat Spec (3 H 1) repeats a field three times
horizontally with one space between repetitions. This would
appear as shown in Figure 4-9 when displayed to the user.

I//I I/// i///i

Figure 4-9 Row of Fields

4.3.7.2 Array of Fields

The Repeat Spec (2 V 1,3 H 1) repeats the row of fields
defined by '3 H l' two times vertically with one blank row
between repetitions. This would appear as shown in Figure 4-10
when displayed to the user.

Fiue41 ra fFed
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4.3.7.3 Array of An Array of Fields

'V The Repeat Spec (2 V 5,2 V 1,3 H 1) repeats the array of
fields defined by '2 V 1,3 H 1' two times vertically with five
blank rows between repetitions. This would appear as shown in
Figure 4-11 when displayed to the user.

+---+ +---+ +---+

I/I i///i I///

%.III I III I I Il

Il/I Il//I Il/IIII I I111I I I!

+---- +---- +-----

+---+ +----+ +---+

2'-'. II//I III I Il I
I I I I//II Il I
+___+ +__--+ +---+

i _____+ +---+ +---+

,,IlIII IIII IlII
*" +-___ +----+ +---+

-. , ___+ +----+ +---+

. .IIIII III/I III
'p,' i/ll I/I1 I/II

+-___+ +----+ +----+

Figure 4-11 Array of An Array of Fields

4.3.7.4 Single Dimension Scrolled Array

The Repeat Spec (3/5 HORIZONTAL WITH 2 SPACES) or (3/5 H 2)
. displays five occurrences of a field three at a time

horizonta~ly with two spaces between each occurrence. This
- -' ?ould appear as shown in Figure 4-12 when displayed to the user.
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1 1 1 21 13i1 4 5

Figure 4-12 Single Dimension Scrolled Array

The fields which are actually displayed are enclosed in
boxes. The scrolling and paging function keys used to display
the other fields are explained in the IISS Terminal Operator
Guide.

4.3.7.5 Two Dimensional Scrolled Array

The Repeat Spec (1/2 V 1,3/6 H 4) defines a display area
that is three elements horizontally with 4 spaces between. The
actual size of the array is six columns wide and 2 rows deep.
This would appear as shown in Figure 4-13 when displayed to the

- user.

------- +------- +-------- + + + + + +

1 1,1 1 1 1,2 1 1 1,3 1 1,4 1,5 1,6
+-------- -------- +-------- + + + + + +

2.1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6

Figure 4-13 Two Dimensional Scrolled Array

The fields which are actually displayed are enclosed in
boxes. The scrolling and paging function keys used to display
the other fields are explained in the IISS Terminal Operator

* u,.'Guide.
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4.4 Statement Format

FDL statements can be entered in free format. Free format
means that keywords and numbers can be separated by any number
of spaces. The FDL compiler treats tabs, comments, and carriage
returns as spaces.

Form and Field definition clauses may be in any order.

The DOMAIN clause options may be entered in any order.

4.5 Restrictions

.9. Every form definition must begin with the CREATE FORM
statement.

There must be at least one space before and after every
keyword in the syntax.

A field -name may only be omitted from the Location syntax
in a PROMPT clause.

'.9.4.6 Abbreviations

Underscores in the FDL syntax indicate reserved words or
portions of reserved words that are optional.

4.7 Including Comments

You can include comments in a form definition by enclosing
the comment text in (/*) and (*/). Comments are treated as
spaces by the FDL compiler. For example:

CREATE FORM formi I' main form *

4-3
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4.8 Reserved Words

This is an alphabetized list of' the reserved words in the
Form Definition Language.

ABOVE COLUMN ITEM RELATIVE VERTICAL
AND CREATE LEFT RIGHT WHITE
APPLICATION DISPLAY AS LOWER ROW WINDOW
AT DOMAIN MAXIMUM SIZE WITH
BACKGROUND FORM MINIMUM SPACES
BELOW HELP MUST ENTER TEXT
BLACK HIDDEN MUST FILL TO

*BOTTOM HORIZONTAL OF TOP
BY INDEX OUTPUT UPPER

*CENTER INPUT PROMPT VALUE
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SECTION 5

FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR

The Forms Driven Form Editor (FDFE) is a software tool for
interactively defining and maintaining form definitions used in
the IISS environment.

5.1 FDFE Functional Organization

The FDFE functions are organized into three levels of
tasks. They are called Work Tasks, Edit Tasks, and Field Tasks.
You begin an edit session at the work task level. At this
level you can perform maintenance functions on FDL source or FD
files or move to the edit task level for a specific FDL source
file. At the edit task level, you are editing a specific form
definition. Again, you can perform maintenance functions on the
form definition or move to the field task level for the
specified form definition. At the field task level, you can
maintain and edit the individual field definitions that define
the specified form.

Figure 5-1 maps the FDFE functional organization to the
IISS Form Storage Hierarchy.
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.?

SYSTEM FILES FL SOURCE
FILE DEFINITION

"" ' FORM Er I ,CRAT FORM
- FO I .-' FIELD I

FQOL~ 2 fa" 
"  

:f z FIELD 2

OL FOAM; D(F •FIELD•

•list •write •copV

Fdrop Fo Mpeld t ot ert

1155 Forms • Stoag Hierrch

STheFDFEpride thevids foeraio for ditig or
deiiios hseaeigeFeld mde Fomsoealayou

Ascree ise p e a pl dspla

r D 2FLAN

-- aneinn_ h caatritc.o.nidiiulfil. I

c etI uygliat
a drop

pFigure 5-1 FDFE Functions Mapped to the
bm t uIISS Forms Storage Hierarchy

~5.2 FDFE Editing Features

svdThe FDFE provides three modes of operation for editing form
definitions. These are Single Field mode, Form mode, and Layout

.: mode. In Single Field mode you edit a form one field at a time.

.-. A screen is displayed that provides a template for displaying

and defining the characteristics of an individual field. In
formmode you edit a form by entering values in a field

characteristic table. In layout mode you can graphically
position fields and text on the screen and evaluate the overall

appearance of a form. You are allowed to switch back and forth

between modes to evaluate the results and make changes. When
~saved, the FDFE stores the form definitions as an FDL source
~file that can be retrieved and modified.

5-2
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5.3 System Operation

The FDFE is an application program that you run in the IISS
environment. You perform FDFE tasks by entering the appropriate
responses to prompts displayed on the screen of your video
display terminal. Responses are entered in input fields
represented by shaded or underlined areas on the screen. Each
time a display appears on the screen, it contains a cursor. The
cursor is an underscore or a small flashing rectangle to show
where information will appear when entered through the keyboard.

How you interact with screens is described in the IISS
Terminal Operator Guide. Figure 5-2 shows the layout of the
VT100 keypad for the FDFE in the "applcation" mode of the
keyboard.

-.

-4,.JE DEID

NEX.3:.E . RZ.IZ J

Figure 5-2 VT100 Keypad Layout for the FDFE Application

5.3.1 Accessing the FDFE

The FDFE Is available as an application in the IISS
environment as explained in the IISS Terminal Operator Guide.
To access the FDFE, enter SDFDFEZZZZ as the FUNCTION on the IISS

' Function Screen. When you have successfully accessed the FDFE,.4,

the following display appears on your terminal screen:

.5-
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FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

Commana Entry

WdORK TASKS Command Pic For/From Name To/Ne. Name Help

List FDL Sources (LS)

Insert DL Source (IS)

Modiy FDL Source (MS)

Select FDL Source (SS)

Copy FDL Source (CS)

Rename FDL Source (RS)

Drop F1,L Source (DS)

Lilt Compiled Form oefinitions(LC)

Vie. Compiled 4orm de4inition (VC)

Drop Compiled lform definition iDc)

EXit 4orm dri ven f orm editor (EX)

ms9: EflEnter command on command entry line or Lme menu selection applcatlon

Figure 5-3 Work Task Screen

5.4 Work Task Screen

This screen is a list of the FDFE functions that allow you
to maintain your FDL source and FD files and edit a specific FDL
source file.

5.4.1 Choosing A Work Task

A work task can be chosen with menu selection or command
entry. With menu selection, you enter any nonblank character in
the "Pic" field for the desired task and the necessary
parameters for the task in the input fields that appear in the
same horizontal line of the screen. Note that the "Help" field
is not a required task parameter. When you press the (HELP, key
from this field, an explanation of the task is displayed on the
screen. An example of choosing a Work Task is shown in the next
screen:

.W 5-4
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FORMS DRIVEN FOPM EDITOF VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

% Command Entry

WORk TASUS Command Pic For/From Name TolN*m Name Help

List FD)L Sources (LS)

Insert FDOL Source (IS) X ne..4rms

ModlIy F11L Sou,'ce (MS,

Select FDL Source (SS)

Copy F1L Source (CS)

- Rename FOL Souce (PS)

Drop FVL Sour-ce (DS)

List Compiled 4O'm e41nitiong(LC)

vie. Compiled 
4
orm ds*4nitjon (VC)

rap Compiled 
4
orm de4inition (DC)

EXit ior d, en 4,orm OChto,- (EX)

Mse: [--iEnter command on Command entry line or use snu selection applcation

Figure 5-4 Choosing a Work Task-Menu Selection

Note that command entry overrides menu selection and an
error message is displayed if more than one menu selection is
made.

With command entry, you enter the appropriate two letter
task command followed by values for the necessary parameters in
the "Command Entry" field and press the <ENTER, key. The
parameters must be entered in the order specified by menu
selection and separated by blanks. For example:

S"5-
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FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITO; - VEPSION 2.0 JLNE 1.1985

Command Entry is neS ,m$

"-.' WOR TASIKS Commano Pic Fo'-/F,-om Name To/New Name Help

List FDL Sources (LS)

Insert FOL Source (IS)

MJi o y FDL Source (MS)

Select FDL Source (SS)

COpy F[1L Scuce (CS)

Rename FEL Source !F5 I

Drop FI-L Sour-Ce ([G)

Viet Compiled *am ei1nition SVC)

vie. compiled 40on dJejito5(LC)

-'op Compiled iorm definit ion (DC)

Exit #orm driven iorm editor (EX)

Mg: 11] Enter command on command entry line or use menu selection applcation

Figure 5-5 Choosing a Work Task-Command Entry

Note that command entry overrides menu sclection.

The following sections summarize the functions performed by
.' each of the Work Tasks.

5.4.2 LS (List FDL Sources)
Sn

Use this task to display the names of all your FDL source
-files.

The Command Entry format is: LSENTER)

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
* nonblank character in the "Pic" field for List form language

Sources and press the ,ENTER, key. For example:

05-6
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FORMS DRI1VEN FORM9 EDiITORV.-dERSION Z.0 JUN4E 1,198 5

Cow-lana Entr-y

WOFZX TASidS Comatand Pic For/iro.. Name To/Now. Name Help

List F CIL Soup-Cos (LS)

I nsewt irIL Sou,~CW (IS)

Mioo14 y F CIL Sou,,-e fMS)

Select F1'L Sour-ce (SS)

COPY FVL Sou.-Ce (CSI

Renam9 FIIL Sour-ce (rs,

Dr-op FrIL SCI u.- C a([

List Compiled formn oo
4
.tos LC:)

vie. compiled 4o.-n, do
4
,-tinnr (VC'

Dr-op Compi locd p 40,. deit ion 0ci) L
Exit 40-m ari~vv, 4orn. &alto,- (EX,

P.9:j LiEne... Comm1fand on command entry line or* use mienu selection ap p IC at I on

-~ Figure 5-6 Choosing LS Using Menu Selection
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.. When this task is executed, the next screen displayed is:

FORMS [IVEN FORM E[,ITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE I., 1985

List FEL Sou-ce File%

APWRONT RWFRONT

ARTEST TESTAP

BM GRD UIS

%., *C7WL O UISERV

", EDITOR

F DFE

FLFROT

HE DERD

HRTST

IT'EDIT

"MVm

CORDAMO

PSCREN

PTEST

'- ' T 45

L_ ,P-eS. (QJIT) to .etun applcat om

Figure 5-7 List FDL Source Files Screen

5.4F2.1 List FDL Source Files Screen

This screen lists the names of all your FDL source files.
When there are more names than can be displayed on the screen.
the message "Press ,ENTER, for more names or ,QUIT, to return"
is displayed ia the message line. This will continue until all
the names have been displayed and then the message "Press QUIT,
to return" is displayed. You will return to the Work Task
screen when you press the (QUIT, key.

5.4.3 IS (Insert FDL Source)

Use this task to define new form(s) and store them in a new
FDL source file. You must enter the name of the new FDL source
file you want to create without an extension or directory name.
If the name you enter already exists as an FDL source file, an

5-8
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error message will be displayed in the message line.

The Command Entry format is: IS filenameENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Insert form language
Source, the name of the new FDL source file as the "For/From
Name", and press the <ENTER) key. For example:

FORMS DRVEN FORM EDITOA - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

Command Entry

WORK TASK S Command Plc For/From Name To/Now Name Help

List FDL Sources (LS)

Ins t FOL Source (IS) X now4rms

Modily FIt. Source (MS)

Select FOL Source (SS)

Copy FDL Source (CS)

Rename F[L Source (RS)

- Drop FMq SOU," c (DS)
List Compiled 4orm de4initions(LC)

Viea Compiled frm de inition IVC)

Drop Compiled fore definition (VC)

Exit form drien form editor (EX)

Ms 41: []Ecntor comand an comand entry line or me mnu Selection appicat ton

Figure 5-8 Choosing IS Using Manual Selection

When this task is executed, the next screen displayed is
the Edit Task screen as shown in section 5.5.

5.4.4 MS (Modify FDL Source)

Use this task to modify an existing FDL source file. This
includes inserting new form definitions In the file and

5-9
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*1

modifying any that the file already contains. You must specify
the name of the FDL source file.

The Command Entry format is: MS filenameENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
-- nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Modify form language
%k- Source, the existing FDL source file name as the "For/From

Name", and press the ,ENTER, key. For example:

S.,

FORM DRVNFRMEIO VERSION 2.0 UE .9

Co.mnd Ent,-y [

WRK TASXS Commond Pic For/From Nome To/N. Nem. Help

,' List FDL Sources (LS)

~ , Insert FML Sow cel (IS)

Modify FrOL Source (MS) oldfrms

Select FDL Source (SS)

-- COPy FUL Source (CS)
- Rename F L Soue (RS)

Or Dop FDL Source (OS)
.- , List Compiled fom deolantlons(LC)

V Ie. Compiled 4orm definition (Vt),
[.-op Compiled 

4
o.-m de4initison (OCM

* Exit form driven form. editor- (EX)

%'

MsCq: Appettat ion,

Figure 5-9 Choosing MS Using Menu Selection

*_?J-*" When this task is executed, the next screen displayed is
the Edit Task Screen as shown in section 5.5.

4/ 5-10
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5.4.5 SS (Select FDL Source)

Use this task to review the form definitions contained in
an FDL source file. You must enter the name of the FDL source
file that you want to review. Options in this task include
listing the names of all the forms defined in this source file,
displaying a form as it will appear when used in an application
program, and reviewing the characteristics of an individual form
in a read only mode.

The Command Entry format is: SS filenameENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" filed for Select form language
Source, the existing FDL source file name as the "For/From
Name", and press the (ENTER) key. For example:

FORMS DRIVEN rORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

Commernd Entr~y

WO K TASKS Commpro tc Fo,"/From Nme To/No. Name Welp

List FIL Sour ces (L S

lnsert FDL Source 4]5)

Modi4y PCIL SOurce (MS)

Select FOL Source (S5' oldfrms

COPy F DL Source (CS)

Renmefl FDlL Sour.ce g5

C'-op F lL Source ([,1

List Compiled form dwfi*itions(LC)

V I op. Compiled 4orM definition~ (VC~

Dlrop Compiled for. diefifition IIIC'

Exit for-m dr-i.,e form edito, (EX)

Mug: LEnter comanca an conmand .r~try line or~ use wu electin. app It at Io

Figure 5-10 Choosing SS Using Menu Selection
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When this task is executed, the next screen displayed is a
limited Edit Task screen as shown in section 5.6.

5.4.6 CS (Copy FDL Source)

"% Use this task to make a copy of an existing FDL source
file. You must enter the name of the existing file and a new

%name for the copy.

The Command Entry format is: CS fromname tonameENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection. enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Copy form language
Source, the existing FDL file name as the "For/From Name", the
copy file name as the "To/New Name", and press the IENTER, key.
For example:

FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.. JUNE 1.1985

Command Ent,-y I ]

WORK TASIIS Command Pic For/From Name To/Now Name Help

List F DL Sour'ces (LS)

Insert FDL Sour-ce (15)

Modi4y FLt Sour-ce (MS)

Select FDL Sour-ce (SS)

Copy F1L Source ICS) x oldirms coy r ]
Rename FDL4 Source (AS,

Drop F DL Source (EjS)

List Compi leo o m deoinitionsILC)

viem Compiled for-m ow41nition (VCI

Exit form driven form edito," (EX)

Msq: -1I Enter c mand on cimand entry line or Lm ienu selection appIcation

Figure 5-11 Choosing CS Using Menu Selection

%%
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When this task is executed, the message "Copy was
successful" is displayed in the message line and you remain at
the Work Task level.

5.4.7 RS (Rename FDL Source)

- Use this task to rename an existing FDL source file. You
must enter both the old and the new names for the file.

The Command Entry format is: RS oldname newnameENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pi field for Rename form languagc
Source, the old file name as the "For/From Name" the new file
name as the "To/New Name", and press the ,ENTER, key. For
example:

FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JLNdE 1.1985

/0Command Entr yI

WORK TASKS Coewand Pic For/From Name To/Ne. Name Help

List FDL Sources (LS)

Insert F [4- Source (IS)

MOdify FE-L Source (MS)

Select FE.- Source ISS)
a.' COpy FI-L So-..ce CS)

Recame F LL Sou, e (.S. l ol te ,ame

40 trop F tL SoU,"ce ([S
)

List Compiled 
4

0o. dW41jntlos(LC)

via.. Compiled #0-. 004icito ''Ci

5-1

''; ["-op Compld 4o.- "m de4 oIn [, l(.)

*'0*

Figure 5-12 Choosing RS Using Menu Selection
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When this task is executed, the message "Rename was
successful" is displayed in the message line and you remain at
the work task level.

5.4 8 DS (Drop FDL Source)

Use this task to drop (delete) an entire FDL source file
from your Form Definition Language source files. You must enter
the name of the FDL file you want to delete If this file has
been compiled, the DC task must be used to delete the compiled
forms that were created from this FDL file.

Thc Command Entry format ix- DS filenimc ENTERi%-,

Tc execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Drop form language
Source. the name of the FDL source file you want to delete a:
the "For From Name", and press the ,ENTER key. For example:

FOAjS LAIl IVFN FCeM EL I TO VERS I 2.O 0 JLE L 198t

ibcWtl m 4 So~,ad Fc Fo, FF- Name TO,'N.. Name Ielp

IOlS•t F 'L SO 'C ILS'

+"0 t Fr I'[L 5 - , Ve , 15

So ... .e '[4F 5 -... a ". . o

Li

F -,
-a-, t

"  
C nv

s " I ,IEnt or" Ccummnd On camaftnd en~try I in CDr LIGO men u &I&Oet 10n o1p I cat Io*

Figure 5-13 Choosing DS Using Menu Selection
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- When this task is executed, the message "Drop was
successful" is displayed in the message line and you remain at
the work task level.

5.4.9 LC (List Compiled form definitions)

Use this task to display a list of all your compiled forms.

The Command Entry format is: LC,ENTER

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for List Compiled form
definitions and press the ,ENTER, key. For example-

FO MS ORIVEN FORM EL[IT - VERSION .. u JLUE 1. 85

Command Entry

W)OR I ASK S Command Pic For/From Name To/Ne. Name Help

.Li. s -t FOL Sources

I rse..t F CIL Sour-c 0

Mod dfy FIL Su., r. 2 i
SoeIec t b 4L So-...a. aSS,
Copy FCaL So-- c a (CS'

kre.m. FtUL Sou, c RS)

L. op FE't Source [Se

L3$I rOP Iled *'0m 0.4 n I t On r 'L C) -

Via. COOiPaIe ) * 411 1304 nst lcl (VC

E.-op CCOOP I Cd *ar 0 do4 aanaIt I cr' 1Ci

Exit form dra..'W 0' e ditor (El'

Msa,: I Enter comand cmr n w irtry line or e lim el arct Ion a111catcoi"

Figure 5-14 Choosing LC Using Menu Selection
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When this task is executed, the next screen displayed is:

FO MS DRIVEN F0kM E[ITO - VERSION 2.u JLI 1. 198S

LIlt Compi ed Fo . 9 41nlt t ons

ITMINI2 PoO q M3905 R90&LP T YPLP

ITMIF3 MEOS CoIR3 A M RONt UPOC

I T M I NF 4 MOlfWIq R R38OP SinA FRM VAL -E'LP

I IT M IMF5 H9IS IN OR8PU S A "~ELP

I TM& Y MS8IIE PAOX 45 BE PW,*1L P I-E L P

%' ITMVAL M5GC PATtH£LO WHEI-P be4- C OM l

KEYPAD MS#*LP PMTHLP SEC iHL C On 2

LAYOUT FI F R P094EL P 96-CLP 6MLC I ,,

LC-)LP 06AP* L P FPPAG ST YPIE W-L DT

a. LE,*4ELP OW3101 P"SCRE;N ZPIrfJ P 4 . I HP

LFHFLP 0A3801IA PWO TASK INF

LOAO1FRPI 0A3802 REFS TASKS b~fL IST

LOCJELP R 3002A PL 0 TE S T btU ow HU

LS *LP 0R3903 RE Pl* i P TEST ' 1 7 ASK

'" PP0 I 3 A R4 E Pt F Rq TIELP

01 CP 0DO4 0*PTFR"q TOPpF OR

oR JB3O4A 1rAM-4EL P Topt P

MS,3, )P~w . (UIT) to eugr oppication

Figure 5-15 List Compiled Form Definitions Screen

5 4 9 1 List Compiled Form Definitions Screen

This screen listE the names of all your FD files. When
there are more names than can be displayed on the screen, the
message "Press ,ENTER for more names or QUIT to return" is

*: displayed in the message line. This will continue until all the
names have been displayed and then the message "Press QUIT to
return" is displayed You will return to the work task screen
when you press the ,QUIT, key.

5.4 10 VC (View Compiled form definition)

Use this task to display a compiled form as it would appear
when used in an application program You must enter the name of
the form you want to display.

5-16
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,. The Command Entry format is: VC formname ENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Plc" field for View Compiled form
definition, the name of the form as the "For/From Name", and
press the (ENTER, key. For example:

FOA S CIVEN N F I(P E[ET - V!RSION 2.0 JIBE 1 1965

*Co-&a E~'t. y

b.'% TA S Cominnd Pic For,-ro. Name To/Ne,. Name Ilp

LasT FCIL Sources (LS

% MOd4y F IA Source 9S

Select r So.,r.. SS,

cop, F[4l S-,,". c

[w op F [I Sou-e US (

Lost COmP le 0
4 

Orm o 4a1 1t IOno (LCI

vie. Colp L I 4 o, '. n It I t I or, *c

EI op Co I led 4 o*4e I atao )t C

4ot Clx d ee 4o.. vl It t E'

S~ " ("t: I lEt Cl d com..-.d t y I in, or use ineW swiect ion ap t or

I
! 

iiI

Figure 5-16 Choosing VC Using Menu Selection

When you execute this task, the form is displayed on the
screen and the message "User view of the form, press the (QUIT,

.S key to return" is displayed in the message line. You will
return to the Work Task screen when you press the (QUIT, key-'S:

5-17
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5.4.11 DC (Drop Compiled form definition)

Use this task to drop (delete) a compiled form from your
compiled forms. You must enter the name of the form you want to
delete.

The Command Entry format is: DC formname'ENTER>

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Drop Compiled form
definition, the name of the form as the "For/From Name", and
press the ,ENTER, key. When this task is executed, the message
"Drop was successful" is displayed in the message line and you
remain at the Work Task level. For example:

FCO S DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNdE 1,1985

Command Ent,-y I

WORK TASX S Command Pic For/From Name To/No" Name Help

L ist FCL So ,-ces (LS)

I-,e" t F1 O5,,- ce IS)

SeLect F[L Sou,-ce (SS)

Copy FLIL Souluce (CS)

Rena.e FIL Sou, ca (FS)

-. Drop FDL Source (DS)

-. List Colqap|ed 40r- d&eini tons(LCI

Via. Comvpiled 40.- d*4mijt on (VC

t,-op Compied o.,-. d4 ntDo-, I r - enu

EXit #0.. or , en *oVV edItor (E.X)

Meg: iIEnt.. command on command antry line a, use menu sel tieton applcat ;c

Figure 5-17 Choosing DC Using Menu Selection
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5.4.12 EX (EXit form driven form editor)

Use this task to terminate your current FDFE edit session.

The Command Entry format is: EXENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for EXit form driven form

editor and press the (ENTER, key. Pressing the ,QUIT, key from
anywhere on the work task screen is another way to terminate
your current FDFE edit session.

5.5 Edit Task Screen

This screen is a list of the FDFE functions that allow you
to maintain the form definitions contained in the specified FDL

*source file and edit a specific form definition. It is the next

screen displayed when you execute the IS or MS work task.

FORMS DRIVEN FORM ED!TOf - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

Comand Entry

EDIT TASKS Command Fic Form Name Edit Mode Help

List Forms (LF)

W.It e Fom (WF)

Copile FomsCF)

Select a Fo- (SF:

Insert a For-m (IF

MOdify * Form (MF,

.rop a Fom (Co-

E'it W it. (EW)

- Exit Compile (EC)

E it No sa-v (EN)

Wor,,I Tas,: Insert FOL Source

For-m Sou'ce: NEwFM

.. : FIEnter.- comand on cowmnand entry line o use menu selection appIcation

Figure 5-18 Edit Task Screen
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Note that the order of the edit tasks on the screen does
not imply an execution order. For example, if you choose IS,
you are creating a new FDL source file and there won't be any
form definitions to list or modify until you have executed the
INSERT task.

The values displayed in the "Work Task" and "Form Source"
fields tell you which work task you chose and the FDL source
file you are working with, respectively.

5.5.1 Choosing an Edit Task

Edit tasks can be chosen using menu selection or command
* entry as explained in the "Choosing a Work Task" section of this

manual.

The following sections explain each of the edit tasks.

5.5.2 LF (List Forms)

Use this task to display the names of all the forms defined
* . in the specified FDL source file. These names correspond to the

form name on the CREATE FORM entries of the FDL syntax as

explained in the Form Definition Language Section of this
manual.

The Command Entry format is: LF ENTER)

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for List Forms and press

* . the ENTER, key. For example:

5 -20
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FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR~ V ERSION 2.0 JUNE I.1t985

Command Entry I

EuIT TASkS Command Pic Form Name Edit Mode Help

List Fo-ms(LF)

Write Forms(W,)

Compi Ie Fo ms(CF)

Select a Form (ISF)

lnetaFo,n 
IF:

MOdI4y a Form (MF)

r op a Form ([F)

Euit Wite (EW)

E:: it Compile (EC)

E'it No %a.& (EN)

Work Task: Plodi4y FDL Source

Form Source: OLDFMS

Msg: --- Enter command on command entry line a- use menu selection appIcation

Figure 5-19 Choosing LF Using Menu Selection
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When this task is executed, the next screen displayed is:

FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1. 1985

List of Fot-ms for FUL File OLDFRPtS

EDTTASK I TM ! I" CIDM2 RSHELP LIEIL.P POSIELP

EOTALL I TWf'IM2 ITMD-WS rGIIELP F-HELP REPIELP

EDTLIE I TM I W 2 FR"INFO LCHELP FTHELP2 HLPHE1.P

EDTSEL I T MFRMI3 FRPICNF VC1ELP FMIELP VLJ,-ELP

CAIIO ITMI NF1 FRMRMT WCELP SZFELP EFIELP

*RUTASK b,.LCDMI COM1NFO LFHELP DKIHELP MNEL P

FIEVSN ITIFRIM4 FLOARY SFHELP PMTIELP t*0ELP

WKi(I'ENU ITMINF4 ITMHFLP SELIE.P DIRHELP

. 4.LEDT IHLCDM2 ITMVAL WHELP FlDNHEL P

tHLCIF I P1TWRIq LAYOUT CFIELP TYP-ELP

DIELFFI ITMIPNS EDTLFLS ECHELP tNWHELP

., LWL 7P.CHCK WRI LIST E0II*LP FTPHELP

FLDTOP FLDEDT LSHELP IFHELP LOCHELP

COMrT ITL FLDC IF ISI-ELP FHELP FDSAELP

FLDI1NFO ITMOINLY CHELP F HELP DABEL.P

,IPFLD CDMIFO SSHIELP E14HELP DABtLP2

I TMf7R1I CDMI CSiF.LP EMHELP2 FDPHELP

Mag: 7-Pess (QJIT) to return applCation

Figure 5-20 List of Forms Screen

5.5.2.1 List of Forms Screen

This screen lists the names of all the forms defined in the
current FDL source file. When there are more names than can be
displayed on the screen, the message "Press 'ENTER, for more

.. names or ,QUIT, to return" is displayed in the message line.
This will continue until all the names have been displayed and
then the message "Press <QUIT, to return is displayed. You will
return to the Edit Task screen when you press the (QUIT, key.

5.5.3 WF (Write Forms)

Use this task to save the form definitions(s) you are
currently working on in the FDL source file shown in the "Form
Source" field.
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The Command Entry format is: WF'ENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Write Forms and press
the (ENTER, key. For example:

FORMS DRIVEN FOP M EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

*, *

Command EntryS...

= EDIT TASKS Command Pic Form Name Edit Mode Help

List Forms(LF)

WrIt. FormsWF)

4,%, Compile Forms(CF)

Select a Form (SF)

Insert a Form (IF)

MOdi4y a Form (MF)
tbrop a For-m (V)

Exit W ite (EW)

Exit Compile 4EC)

E,:it No save (EN)

Work. Task: Modify FDL Source

Form Source: OLOFRIE

Meg: FL1Enter command on command entry I ne or use menu selection appIcation

Figure 5-21 Choosing WF Using Menu Selection

When this task is executed, the form definitions are
compiled since only syntactically correct form definitions can
be edited in the FDFE. Any syntax errors are stored in the
message queue and can be displayed using the (MESSAGE QUEUE>
key. When there are no syntax errors and the write is complete.
you remain at the Edit Task level. Note that no FD files are
created, only the FDL file is created.
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5.5.4 CF (Compile Forms)

Use this task to compile and save the form definition(s)
contained in the FDL source file shown in the "Form Source"
field without exiting the FDFE.

The Command Entry format is: CFCENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Compile Forms and

*J' press the ,ENTER, key. For example:

FORMS DRIVEN FOFM ELI TOk - VEF,91ON 2 .0 JUNE 1. 1985

Coma.nd Et,-y

EDIT TASkS Command Fic Fo,mn Name Edit Mod. Help

List Fo,-ms (LF H
W,- Ita FOrms (W

Compile Fo,ms CF ,

o Select a Form (SF)

Insert a For n (IF)

MOdi14y a Form (P:)B

1" op a F orm I[F

E;:it Write iEW)

E it Compile (EC)

E-it No save (EN)

Work Task: Modlfy FDI Source

Form Souwce: OLDLRPI

•I..'

4.'

Ms: IEnter c .and on comand entry lin o- us menu selection applcation

Figure 5-22 Choosing Cr Using Menu Selection

.% % If there are syntax errors, the message "Form compile
errors, review and correct" is displayed in the message line.
The errors are stored in the message queue which can be
displayed using the (MESSAGE QUEUE) key. When there are syntax
errors, you must correct them and reexecute the CF task in order
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to obtain both an FDL file and FD file(s) using FDFE tasks. If
you exit without correcting the syntax errors, the FDL source
file is saved as a TMP file that may be edited using EDT or some
other editor and then compiled using FLAN. The FDFE can only
modify FDL source files free of error.

When the forms are compiled with no syntax errors, the form
definitions are saved in the FDL source file shown in the "Form
Source" field and the compiled forms are saved as FD files. At
this time you can press the ,QUIT) key to return to the Work
Task screen where you can display a form definition using the VC
task or choose another FDL source file to work with.

5.5.5 SF (Select a Form)

Use this task to review the characteristics and attributes
of an individual form contained in the FDL source file shown in
the "Form Source" field. You must enter the name of the form
you want to review and an edit mode to determine the format the
form definition will be presented in. Your format choices are S
for single field mode, F for form mode, or L for layout mode.

The Command Entry format is: SF formname editmodeENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
-'-. nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Select a Form, the

name of the form definition you want to review as the "Form
Name", S.F. or L as the "Edit Mode", and press the ,ENTER> key.
For example:

S5-2.- °

, S.
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FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.11 JLNE 1. 19E5

Comtmanc Ent' y-

EDIT TASKS Command Pic Fo-'o Name Edit Made Help

List For-s(LF -

Wr-ite For ms(F

Compile F or a (C F

S e l e c t a F o ,- . ( S F . 1 1ta s "

Insert & For P. (IF

MOdi4y a Foe-c (mFI

D.w'Op a Fo-i. (tl

I..,~%E~it Wite (EW)

Exit Compile (ECI

E-it No save (EN)

Wor'k Task: Modify FDL Sourca

Formi Sour-ce: OLDFRMS

Msg: [7jEnter" command an command entry line ov- us* menu selection appIcation

,h: Figure 5-23 Choosing SF Using Menu Selection

When this task is executed, the next screen displayed
dependE on the Edit Mode you chose. The next three sections

-. describe how to review a form using each of the modes. After
reviewing a form, press the (QUIT) key to return to the Edit
Task screen.

N.,)

5.5.5.1 Using Single Field Mode to Review a Form

When you execute the SF edit task with the "S" edit mode,
the next screen displayed is:
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="..

FIELD EDIT MODlE F or F LL File1 OL13RMS'

Type Back 9"oud S ACk

Di tec t F rowp t wofk% IASIAS

Got Ft. Form. Ro. 6Clm 2

-- Field ln4o,' ation --

RE CJ I RE[,: TIONALL:

F IELt' T, pe Display Field

Ro- Cal.n 2 Actual Ropatiticn

Size by Direction (-i

%Display/ Spacing L
backg-ound

Po Pao.. C I

ITEM ONLY: lie I p

Va l ue

Juttify Data Type Value

CaSe U  Enter/Fill MAX Value
. .

Mog: FjjEnter field to be viewed appIcat Ion

Figure 5-24 Reviewing a Form in Single Field Mode

The SF task only allows you to read the form definition.
This is shown by the "S" value in the "TASK" field which cannot
be changed. The characteristics that apply to the entire form
are displayed in the FORM area of the screen. The
characteristics of the individual fields are displayed in the
field information template. An explanation of each of the
fields in the template is given in sections 5.5.6.1.2.
5.5.6.1.3. and 5.5.6.1.4.

There are several ways to specify which field you want to
display. The (NEXT) and (PREV> function keys display the next
or previous field with respect to the current field being
displayed. Note that when this screen is displayed after
choosing the SF edit task, the field information template is
blank so you would use the (NEXT, key first.
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You can use the "Type" and "Direct" fields in the TASK area
of the screen to specify the field to be displayed. Use the
"Type" field to say whether you want to display only items,
forms, windows, or all the field types. The values are I, F, W,
and A. Use the "Direct" field to display the next (N), previous
(P). beginning (B). or ending (E) field in the form definition.
Note that the "Field" field must be blank when using these
fields and the "Type" field is ignored if you use the .NEXT, and
(PREV) function keys. After entering the appropriate values,
press the ENTER, key to display the desired field.

You can also display a specific field by entering the field
name in the "Field" field in the TASK area of the screen and
pressing the ENTER, key. Note that a value in this field
overrides the 'Type" and "Direct" fields.

When you are through reviewing the form, press the QUIT,
*key to return to the Edit Task screen.

-5-28
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5.5.5.2 Using Form Mode to Review a Form

a, When you execute the SF edit task with the "F" edit mode.
the next screen displayed is:

_-. FOR EDIT PIW3D Fo, FDL File OLDFRqS

TASW S FORM 6KT ASN

T
ype Size 78 by 17

Got Ft L Fo,-.. I- CM9i. 5'd U .L AC k

Pr-om.pt WORi' TASMS

-- Fiael Cha'acteaistics Table--

mog: 7YEnter. type of fields to be vi....d pp lcit ion

Figure 5-25 Reviewing a Form in Form Mode

The characteristics that apply to the entire form are
displayed in the FORMl area of the screen. As in Single Field
mode, the "TASK" field value is "S" and cannot be changed. The
characteristics for the fields defined on the form can be
displayed in the FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE. The field

a. characteristics contained in this table correspond to the field
information template as described in sections 5.5.6.1.2,
5.5.6.1.3, and 5.5.6.1.4. Use the "Type" field in the TASK area
of the screen to specify which fields you want to review. Your
choices for this field are:
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A to display all the fields on the form.
I to display only the item fields on the form.
F to display only the form fields on the form.
W to display only the window fields on the form.

After entering the "Type" field value, press the ENTER, key to
display the FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE on the screen. For
examp 1 e:

FOR" EDIT MDOE ForFF L I File DIF R"5

TAS S FcF<" bft TASK

Type V Size '7 El~ T

PrOmpt Wof-k TASiS
&€O. 8Cl.w

-- Field Cha.-ctri~tice T~ble -
Field Nam T Ro Co! S, & i~splY top ct C, SP P Offlpt Fos

[FFEVSN F j 7T I ELACi' -

CM. I 4 l o i INPUT Comm&,-d Entry LT

w MENU F- 7 r -1 I .1 1 IL AC- i 1 '

LSHELF I 7 76 I i INFUT List FDL So , ces

ISNELP I 1 7 INFLIT Ine,'t FiVL So 'ce

MS_4E!- F 
7  

I I N-UT Modi4)' 1Et,. Source

55HELF I 1'' 76' 1: NV lN J Select FL IL Soup-ce

CSHELF 1 11 7) N1 NUT 7Copy F CL Soi-c a

SkSHEL
F  

I I I i NFIIT P en ame F PL So- ce

u[5HEL 1 13F 7,I I INPUT [Iop Ft'L Sou-rce

LCHE, F 1 41 7e, I 1 INF I List Compiled 40 .

VCHEL r I I~ j 78 1 INF L view Compiled 4or-

14S". -pplCat io

Figure 5-26 FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE - Part One

For item fields, the FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE contains
more information which you can display by entering any nonblank
character in the "More" field below the table on this screen and
the next screens displayed and pressing the ,ENTER) key. The
remainder of the table is shown in the following three screens:
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Figure 5-27 FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE -Part Two
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FOW1 EDIT MOIX For FtjLFile DLDFRMS

TASK S FORMN WRTASK

Type Si:. 78 by 17

Got FLIL For. BaCk g'-oun' &L x

Pr otwt WORK TASKS

Ro. 6 ICO 1,-- 2

-- Field Cha,'aCte~lStxcs Table-

FF 'E SN

* SHELP

C 9*LP

* RSHELP

DSHELP

VCQELP

Figure 5-28 FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE
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FORM EDIT MOME For- FDL File OLDFRMI

TASK S FORM bMTASK

Typr js 9ae 79by 7

Got FEIL FiIii~ orm sac1hZ S6cIWroetd BLACK1
Prompat WORKt TASM S

-- Field Char*Cteristics Table -

Item Name just Case Type ElF Min Max

FDFEVSN

LSHELP

IS9ELP

SSHELP
CS2-ELP
AmHEIP

DSHELP

LENELP

aVONELP L L JL

LAq Ma pp leat I on

Figure 5-29 FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE -Part Four

Note that all field names are displayed on these table
parts, but values for the characteristics appear for item fields
only.

All four parts of the FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE scroll
vertically so that you can review all the fields contained in a
f orm if there are more than 12. To activate the paging and
scrolling keys, press the (MODE) key until "scrll/page" appears
in place of "applcatlon" In the mode field as explained In the
IISS Terminal Operator Guide. You can also use these keys to
scroll the nPrompt" field on the first part of the table
horizontally so that an entire prompt can be seen If it contains
more than 15 characters. The Field Repetition fields (Dsp. Act,
D, Sp) also scroll horizontally. Return the FP mode field to
"applcation" before pressing the <QUIT, key to return to the
Edit Task screen.
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5.5.5.3 Using Layout Mode to Review a Form

When you execute the SF edit task with the "L" edit mode,
the form is displayed using the layout symbols described in
section 5.5.6.3. For example:

)Command Entry)[ ----------------------------------------------------------

WORK TASKS Command Pie For/From Name To/New Named

List FOL Sources UtS) C-----------------------------------I

Insert FE1L Source (IS) ........... -------

Modify F#L. Sou-ce (MS)

Select F[N. Source (FS)................................... )

Copy Flt. Source (CS) ............................ ).

Rename Frut Sour-ce 4RS).....................

Drop FlL Source ( .S).................. "........ )

% List Compiled form de4initicxoi(LC)........ "...........

View Compiled foerm definition CYC).....................

Prop Compiled form definition (MC) I ------. %.... ...... ..

EXit form dt-i.en form editor (EX) % % %'%

Field at rw I begnins aColumn 91 applcatIon

Figure 5-30 Reviewing a Form in Layout Mode

Press the <QUIT) key to return to the Edit Task screen.

5.5.6 IF (Insert a Form)

,- Use this task to define a new form. When saved, this form
definition will be inserted into the FDL source file displayed
in the "Form Source" field. You must enter the name of the form
that you are going to define and an edit mode to determine the
editing style you want to use to define the form.
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The Command Entry format is: IF formname editmodeENTER

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Insert a Form, the
name of the form as the "Form Name", S, F, or L as the "Edit
Mode", and press the (ENTER) key. For example:

FORMS DRIVEN FORM E[DITOR - VERSION 2.0 JL4E 1.1985

Command Entry I

EDIT TASKS Command Fic Form Name Edit Mode Help

List Forms (LF)

Write Formn.(lW)

Compile Fovms(CF)

Select a Form (SF)

Ilnset a Form (IF) newform

Modify a Form (MF)

Drop a Form (DF)

Exit Write (EW)

Exit Compile (EC)

E ;it No save (EN)

Work Task: Modify FOL Source

Form Source: OLDFRMS

Mlg: r'i-Entr COmmand on corand entry line or ue menu solectlm, applcation

Figure 5-31 Choosing IF Using Menu Selection

The next screen displayed depends on the Edit Mode you
choose. The next three sections explain how to define a form
using the single field, form, and layout edit modes.

5.5.6.1 Using Single Field Edit Mode to Define a Form

When you execute the IF edit task with the "S" edit mode.

the next screen displayed is:
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FIELD EDIT MODE Fo.- FDL File OLDFR

- TASK FORM NEW R I
Field I Size 0Oby 0

Type Background BLAC

Direct Promp t

Got FDL L111]Foerm LII Row Cle

-- Fiael Information --

REQUIRED: OPTIONAL:
FIELD Type Display

Row Column Actual RepetitionSi ze EBy HDir-ect ion -

Display/ Spac ing

backgr"ound

Prompt

Poe Row Col

ITEM ONLY:

HelIp

Va I ue

Justify Dlatea p] MIN Value

Case Ente,/F MAX Value

Meg: F1Enter task end field to be acted m applcation

Figure 5-32 Defining a Form in Single Field Mode

When defining a new form in single field edit mode, the
first thing you need to do is define the attributes that apply
to the entire form in the "FORM" area fields. The name of the
form that you are defining is displayed as the "FORM" field
value. This is the value you entered in the "Form Name" field
on the previous screen and it cannot be changed.

5.5.6.1.1 Form Area Fields

Size is used to specify the number of columns and rows
the form will occupy when it is displayed. These
values are optional and if specified, the size of
the form or window this form is displayed in takes
precedence. This means that the form will be
"clipped" if the form size is larger than the size
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of the form or window this form is displayed in.
When the form size is smaller than the form or
window size, the form "grows" to fill the
window. If you do not specify the size of
the form, it defaults to the size of the form or
window it is displayed in. The format is "n by m"
where n is the number of columns wide and m is the
number of rows deep.

Background allows you to define the background of the form.
This is analogous to printing paper forms on
different colors of paper. You have the option of
displaying white characters on a black background
or black characters on a white background
(sometimes known as reverse video). The valid
values for this field are WHITE and BLACK. This
field defaults to BLACK.

Prompt is used to display text strings on the form that
are not related to any given field. This type of
prompt Is used primarily for titles and formatting.
This field scrolls horizontally to allow the text
strings to be up to 75 characters long and
vertically so that up to 30 form prompts can be
defined. To activate the paging and scrolling
keys, press the MNODE, key until ascrll/page"
appears in place of "applcation" in the mode field.
When you are through defining the form prompts,
press the (MODE, key again until "applcationo
appears in the mode field.

Row and Col are used to specify where the first character of a
form prompt will be positioned on the form. The
prompt is positioned with respect to the upper left
corner of the form. When the "Prompt" field is

* scrolled vertically, these fields are also scrolled
so that the position of each form prompt can be
specified.

You define the fields for the form one at a time using a
field information template. The INSERT task allows you to enter
the desired values in the template. The COPY task retrieves the
values from fields defined on an existing form. You can then
modify these values and execute the INSERT task. The next three
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sections explain the information that defines a field.

5.5.6.1.2 Required Field Information

FIELD is a unique name of up to 10 letters, numbers,
and/or underscores that identifies the current
field you are defining. Note that if the field is
a form, underscores may not be used.

Type (T) is used to identify the field you are defining as a
form (F, window (W), or item (I).

Row and Col are used to specify where the field will be
positioned on the form. The field is positioned
with respect to the upper left corner of the form.

Size is used to determine the area on the form that each
occurrence of the field will occupy. The format is
On by m" where n is the number is columns vide the
field is and a Is the number of rows deep the field
is. Note that when a form Is displayed in a form
or window field, the size of the form or window
takes precedence over the defined of size of the
form being displayed. This means that the form
will be "clipped" if the form definition size is
larger than the field size. The converse of this
(i.e., when the form size is smaller than the field
size) Is useful when the field is a window. It
allows you to display a "pop-up" menu as the next
page in the window without overwriting the entire
form on the previous page.

Display! controls access to an item field and determines how
Background it appears to the user for item fields and is

analogous to printing paper forms on different
colors of paper for form and window fields. Valid
values are:
INPUT which means that the user may enter a value
for this item and the value is echoed on the
screen. The area where the user may type Is
highlighted on the form. The IISS Terminal
Operator Guide explains what fhighlight" means for
each terminal type.
OUTPUT which means that only the application
program may enter a value for this item. The value
is displayed in bold type on terminals that support
it.
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TEXT which Is the same as OUTPUT except the value
is not displayed in bold type.
HIDDEN which means that the user may enter a value
for this item but the value is not echoed on the
screen. This option is typically used for items of
privileged information such as passwords. The area
where the user may type is highlighted on the form.
The IISS Terminal Operator Guide explains what
*highlight" means for each terminal type.
BLACK which displays white characters on a black
background.
WHITE which displays black characters on a white
background (sometimes known as reverse video).

5.5.6.1.3 Optional Field Information

Field are used to specify that the field appears on the
Repetition form more than once to create arrays of fields and
Fields whether or not the array is scrollable. The"-

symbol Indicates that these fields all scroll
horizontally to allow for multiple array dimensions
as explained in the Repeat Spec Entry Item section
of this manual. To activate the paging and
scrolling keys, press the M4ODE, key until
n scrll/page" appears In place of "applcation" in
the mode field. When you are through defining the
field repetition. press the -MODE) key again until
leapplcation" appears in the mode field.
"Display" Is how many times to repeat the field on
the form.
"Actual" is the actual number of times the field
occurs.
"Direction" tells whether the field repeats in a
horizontal (H) or vertical (V direction.
"Spacing" tells how many blank spaces to leave
between repetitions.

Prompt is used to specify information such as labels and
Instructions that will be associated with the
field. This field scrolls horizontally so that the
prompt text can be up to 75 characters long. The
prompt is positioned relative to the field based on
the value you enter in the "Pos" field. The paging
scrolling keys are activated as explained for the
Field Repetition fields.
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Pos is used to position a field prompt in one of 12
locations relative to the field. The absolute row
and column position is then calculated for you and
displayed in the "Row" and "Col" fields after the
"Pos" field. The 12 relative locations are:

Top Left (TL)
Top Center (TC) TL TC TR
Top Right (TR) x x x
Bottom Left (EL)
Bottom Center (BC) LT xl Ix RT
Bottom Right (BR) I I
Left Top (LT) LC xi field Ix RC
Left Center (LC) I I
Left Bottom (LB) LB xl Ix RB
Right Top (RT)
Right Center (RC) x x x
Right Bottom (RB) EL BC BR

For prompts to the left of the field, the last
character of the prompt is positioned one space
left of the field. For prompts to the right of the
field, the beginning character is one space to the
right of the field. For prompts above and below
the field, care is taken to have the prompt for
left begin at the left margin of the field, for
right to end at the right margin, and for center to
be centered on the width of the field.

5.5.6.1.4 Item Only Information

Help is used to specify a string or another form to
provide information that will be displayed when the
cursor is in this field and the 4HELP, key is
pressed. The help string can be up to 60
characters and is displayed in the message line of
the screen when the <HELP, key is pressed. For a
help form, enter "FORM-formnae" where "formname"
is the name of the form that you want displayed
when the (HELP) key is pressed. No double quotes
should be included when entering this information
in the "Help" field. The help form can be defined
in the current FDL source file or a different one.
You can also enter the word "APPLICATION" in the
"Help" field to specify that the application
program will decide what to do when the user
presses the (HELP, key. Quotes are currently not
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used to e ,close a help message but in the next
release, standard FDL syntax for the help
information will be used. It will no longer be
necessary to proceed help form names with "FORM-".

Value is used to specify a default value for an item
field. This value will be shown in the field when
the form is first displayed to the user. If the
user does not enter another value for the item,
this value is returned to the application program
as the value for the item. The default value must
be less than or equal to the total number of
characters specified by the field size and must be
enclosed in double quotes ("valuestring").

Justify is used to right (R) or left L) justify the value
in the field.

Data Type is used to specify that the value entered for the

field must be numeric (N) or character (C or blank)

MIN/MAX is used to set limits for the values that can be
Value entered for numeric item fields. You can define a

range of acceptable values by specifying both a MIN
and a MAX value. The field is automatically
numeric when a HIN/MAX value is entered.

Case is used to specify that the value entered for the
field be converted to upper (U) or lower (L) case.

Enter/Fill is used to specify whether the user must enter a
value for the item and whether the value must fill
the field. Valid values are:
blank - entering a value is optional.
E - a value must be entered in order to process the
form.
F - A value filling every position of the field
must be entered to process the form.

To execute the COPY task, enter "C" in the "TASK" field,

use the "Field" or "Type" and "Direct" fields to identify the
first field to copy from the existing form, enter values in the
"Get FDL" and "Form" fields to identify the existing form, and
press the ENTER, key. You can then use the ,NEXT, and <PREV)
function keys or the "Field" or "Type" and "Direct" fields as
described in section 4.5.5.1 to copy the other fields on the
existing form. When you have identified a field you want to
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insert into the current form definition, execute the INSERT
task. Note that the COPY task does not change the existing form
definition in any way.

To execute the INSERT task, enter "I" in the "TASK" field
and press the (ENTER) key. The message "Make your insertions
now" is displayed in the message line. At this time you can
enter the desired values for the field information or make any
modifications to the information copied from an existing form.
When the field is defined exactly as you want, press the <ENTER>
key again. The message "Field successfully inserted" will be
displayed in the message line. If you decide that you do not
want to insert the field currently defined in the template,
press the (QUIT) key instead of the (ENTER) key to cancel the
current INSERT task.

After you have inserted fields in the form, you can use the
SELECT, MODIFY, FORM, and DROP field tasks as described in
section 5.5.7.1 to review and modify the current form
definition.
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5.5.6.2 Using Form Mode to Define a Form

When you execute the IF edit task with the "F" edit mode,
the next screen displayed is:

FORM EDIT MOE For FDL File OLDFRM6

TASK f FORM NEWt"

Type Size ' by 0

Got FrtL Foerm Bj ack grounid BLACK
Prompt E,:amplo Form

Row

-- Field Characterist its Table --

Efq: 01-Enter task and type of #teld% to be acted on appication

Figure 5-33 Form Mode Screen

.When defining a new form in form edit mode, the first thing
you need to do is define the attributes that apply to the entire
form In the FORM area fields. The name of the form that you are
defining is displayed as the "FORM" field value. This is the
value you entered in the "Form Name" field on the previous
screen and it cannot be changed on this screen. The remaining
fields in the FORM area of the screen are described in section
5.5.6.1.1.d.

a-

Fields for the form are defined by making entries In the
FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE. This table is displayed on the
screen by executing the INSERT or COPY field task.
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The INSERT task allows you to define fields by entering
values for the characteristics directly into the table. The
COPY task retrieves field characteristics from an exiting form
definition and displays them in the table. You can then modify
the table entries and execute the INSERT task when the fields
are defined as you want them.

To execute the COPY task, enter "C" in the "TASK" field,
'I', "F. "VN, or "A" in the "Type" field to copy item, form,
window, or all field types, the name of the existing form and
the FDL it is contained in, and press the (ENTER) key. The
fields identified will then be displayed as entries in the FIELD
CHARACTERISTICS TABLE. After modifying the entries so that the
fields are defined as you want and blanking out the names of the
fields you do not want to insert, press the <ENTER) key and then
execute the INSERT task. The blanks will be ignored and all
fields in the table without blank field names will be inserted.

To execute the INSERT task, enter "IN in the "TASK" field,
"A" in the "Type" field, and press the (ENTER) key. The message
"Make your insertions now" is displayed in the message line. At
this time you can enter the desired values for the field
information or make any further modifications to the field

4 information copied from the existing form. For example:
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FORM EDIT MlODE F0 Fr FI F1'e OLDFRtS

TASb - FORM HEWF'

Type a Size , by -

Fit FtL E, 3- 91c-. , ti 0 LAC

F', ompt EXAMPLE FORM

c-- F i6 CIharacte~isticS Table -

F1910 Name T Raw Co ! Size Display rsp Act r- Sp Prompt Poe

FIE-Dri 11 3 :5 15 1 INFUT Item 1: LT

ZIELDL 1 4 15 151 1 INFUT Item Z: LT

FIELD3 1 7 :. R 5 LACk Wi~ndow I TL

Meg: -7Mke Your Isrnwtions now, appIcet Ion

it Figure 5-34 Defining a Form in Form Mode

To define item fields there are three more parts to the
table which you display by entering any nonblank character in
the "More" field below the first three parts of the table as
explained in section 5.5.5.2. All four parts of the table
scroll vertically so that up to 30 fields can be defined. To
activate the paging and scrolling keys, press the 4MODE) key
until "scrll/page" appears in place of "applcation" in the mode
field.

The information that defines a field in this table
corresponds to the field information template used to define a
field in Single Field edit mode as explained in sections
5.5.6.1.2, 5.5.6.1.3, and 5.5.6.1.4.
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When the fields are defined exactly as you want, press the
* (ENTER, key again. A message saying the last field defined in

the table was successfully inserted is displayed in the message
line. The number preceding the message line tells how many
fields were inserted. You can use the <MESSAGE QUEUE) key to
view the message queue and verify that the other fields in the
table were successfully inserted.

After you have inserted fields on the current form, you can
use the SELECT, MODIFY, FORM, and DROP field tasks as explained
in section 5.5.7.2 to review and modify them.

5.5.6.3 Using Layout Mode to Define a Form

When you execute the IF edit task with the "L" edit mode,
the next screen displayed is:

p°.

:appication

Figure 5-35 Layout Mode Screen
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This screen allows you to graphically position fields and
prompts on the form using special symbols. This saves time
since location parameters and field sizes are calculated for
you. However, all fields defined in Layout mode are assumed to
be input items and you cannot define arrays of fields. To
override these defaults, you can press the (SWITCH, key to go
into Single Field mode and modify the information for the
individual fields. You can specify which field to work on first
by positioning the cursor on the first position of the desired
field before pressing the (SWITCH) key. You can remain in
Single Field mode to modify any of the fields as explained in
section 5.5.7.1 or insert new fields as explained in section

-N-' 5.5.6.1. Pressing the SWITCH> key again will return you to
Layout mode. Whether or not you use the 'SWITCH) key, when the
form is defined as you want it, press the <ENTER> key to record
the form definition. Then press the <QUIT) key to return to the
Edit Task screen and execute the WF or EW task to save the form
definitions. NOTE that if you press the 4QUIT) key to return to
the Edit Task screen without first pressing the (ENTER) key, you
will lose the current form definition data entered.

5.5.6.3.1 Layout Mode Symbols

Indicates a field position. For example, ___defines

'N,, a five position field. Only one dimension horizontal
fields may be defined this way. Note that when fields
defined this way are reviewed in Layout mode, they are

N converted to the bracket format described in the next
paragraph.

[J Indicates the first and last positions of a field,
inclusively. For example, [ I also defines a five

* position field. These symbols may be used to define two
dimension as well as one dimension fields. When
displayed in layout mode, the area between the [I is
filled with dashes. For example, --- ]or

Defines enclosed text as background text on the form.

Defines enclosed text as a prompt associated with field
to immediate right.
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Defines enclosed text as a prompt associated with field
-~ to immediate left.

- Defines enclosed text as a prompt associated with field
directly below.

Defines enclosed text as a prompt associated with field
directly above.

Note that the starting or ending symbol for a prompt is not
necessary if the first or last character of the prompt is at
the edge of the form.

- Indicates occurrences of fields that have been defined
as arrays using Single Field or Form mode.

& Indicates a field to be moved when entered in first
position of the field. Then position the cursor at new
field location and press the MOVE, key. Note that only
one field at a time may be moved.

9 Indicates an error when in the first position of a
field.
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The following screen shows how the form "NEWFORM" defined
as shown in section 5.5.6.2 appears in Layout mode.

)Item .: ----- - I

.. .I . .C- I ,

Mug: a PP~Cat I €

. '€ Figure 5-36 Defining a Form in Layout Mode

5.5.7 MF (Modify a Form)

Use this task to modify an existing form definition in the
'-' FDL source file shown in the "Form Source" field. This includes
L~i inserting new field definitions in the form and modifying any
. that the form already contains. You must enter the name of the
~form that you are going to modify and an edit mode to determine
,,...the editing style you want to use to modify the form.

: ! The Comaand Entry format is: HF formname editmodeENTER,
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To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Modify a Form, the
name of the form as the "Form Name, S. F, or L as the "Edit
Mode", and press the <ENTER, key. For example:

FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

Command Entry

EDIT TASKS Command Fic Fo ' Name Edit Mode Help

Last Fa'ms(LF)

Write Forms (WF)

Compi le Forms ICF)

Select a Form (SF)

Insert a Form (IF)

MOdify a Form (WF) wr ktalk

r-op a Form (DF)

E:!it Write (EW)

E;ist Compile (EC)

Exit No save (EN)

W-ork Task: Modify FO.. Source

Form Source: OLDFRMS

Msg: [-LEnter ctmmnd on command entry line or ue menu selection appicat on

Figure 5-37 Choosing MF Using Menu Selection

The next screen displayed depends on the Edit Mode you
choose. The next three sections explain how to modify a form
using the Single Field. Form, and Layout edit modes.
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5.5.7.1 Using Single Field Mode to Modify a Form

When you execute the MF edit task with the "S" edit mode,
the next screen displayed is:

FIELD EDIT MODE For PVL File D.DF

TASK( FORM NEFR

Field Size 0Oby, 0
Type back ground BLACK

Direct f Prompt EXAMPLE FORM

Get FEJL Forr, Row Coun 1

-- Field In4o,mat ion -
REourEr,: OPTIONAL:

FIELD ~ 7 Typ Display Field

Ro Columnl Actual Repetition
Size By Direction (-I

Display/ Spacing

ac kground

Prompt~~Poe o JiEF

ITEM ONLY:

Nelp

Val ue

iumti#y Deraa -yp 7P MI N Valu
Came Entem I IF MAX Value

Peg: F-7Ete task ad 4101d to be aCted o. applcati

Figure 5-38 Single Field Mode Screen

If you want to modify information in the FORM area of the
screen, make the desired changes, enter "F" in the "TASK" field.
and press the (ENTER, key.

You can insert new fields in the form by executing the
INSERT or COPY field task as described in section 5.5.6.1.

You can delete fields from the form using the DROP field
task. To execute the DROP task, enter "D" in the "TASK" field.
use the "Field" or "Type" and "Direct" fields to identify the
field you want to delete, and press the 'ENTER, key or press the
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,NEXT> or PREV, key after entering "D" in the "TASK" field to
identify the field to be dropped. The field is displayed in the
field information template and the message "Field on screen
dropped!" is displayed in the message line. For example:

FIELD EDIT MODE Fo, F ,L ,-I& OLDFRP

'AS. r-' FOrm NEFO

Type E'c 9, onuo E4LACW

Dli.ect F*ogapt EXAMFL.E FORM

GOT " FCL Fo-_R.. Ito 1'Col.u.m_ 10 11 F

-- O~ Ie nio, Mation --

S::e' t-i'. : -*c'io z 1 ( -)

'd osJ [o. 3 Co,, 7
RE E.' ON,. , :

, conains sing he MOIFY feld tspain ILIeut h MDF

and ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o "Diect gilst dnif h i o. S Coie 7 n

J '*y £' rA!-FN V#C

CA** E-4 1... oliX

"69 IFvi1d W, %c-ew' a.wped. applcat ion

Figure 5-39 Using Single Field Node to Delete a Field

If you decide that you do not want this field deleted,
execute the INSERT task to cancel the DROP task by immediately
entering "I" in the task field and pressing the (ENTER, key.

You can modify any of the fields that the form currently
contains using the MODIFY field task. To execute the MODIFY
task, enter ON" in the "TASK" field, use the "Field" or "Type'
and "Direct" fields to identify the field to be modified and
press the (ENTER, key. You can also press the 'NEXT, or PREV,
key after entering "M" in the "TASK" field to identify the field
to be modified. The field will be displayed in the field
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information template and the message "Make you modifications
now" Is displayed in the message line. At this time you make
any changes to the field information and press the (ENTER, key
when you have the field modified as you want. The message
"Field successfully modified" is displayed in the message line.
If you decide that you do not want to modify this field after

a all, press the (QUIT) key to cancel the task and restore values
if you have already made changes. If you have not made any
changes in the field information, you can press the <ENTER, or
the QUIT) key to cancel the task.

You can review any of the fields that the form currently
contains using the SELECT field task. To execute the SELECT
field task, enter "S" in the "TASK" field, use the "Field" or
"Type" and "Direct" fields to identify the field to be reviewed
and press the <ENTER, key. You can also press the (NEXT) or
,PREV, key after entering "S" in the "TASK" field to identify
the field to be reviewed. The field will be displayed in the
field information template but you cannot change any of the
information. You can continue reviewing fields on the form as
described in section 5.5.5.1. If you find that a field needs
modifying or that you want to use a field to help you define a
new one, you can then execute the HODIFY or INSERT field task.

5.5.7.2 Using Form Mode to Modify a Form

When you execute the HF edit task with the "F" edit mode,

the next screen displayed is:
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FORM EDIT MOM For FIL File OLDFRMS

TASK f FORM A EWtOR

Type S (by F0

Got Fol IForm back 9ound SLACK

Prompt

Row Col

-- Field Characteristics Table --

Mig: D- Enter task and type o fields to be acted an applcatioi

Figure 5-40 Form Node Screen

If you want to modify information in the FORM area of the
screen, make the desired changes in these fields, enter "F" in
the "TASK" field, and press the (ENTER, key.

You can define new fields for the current form using the
INSERT or COPY field task as explained in section 5.5.6.2.

- You can modify existing fields on the for. using the MODIFY

field task. To execute the MODIFY task, enter "N" in the "TASK"
field, "I", "F", OW"' or "A" in the "Type" field to identify the
type of fields you want to modify, and press the ENTERw key.
The FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE will be displayed with the
identified fields and the message 'Make your modifications" now
is displayed in the message line. At this time you can modify
any of the entries in the table and press the 'ENTER, key to
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enter the changes. If you decide not to make any modifications
or you want to restore the values you changed, press the 'QUIT,
key instead of the 'ENTER) key to cancel the MODIFY task.

You can review any of the fields that the form currently
contains using the SELECT field task. To execute the SELECT
task, enter "S" in the "TASK" field, "I". "F", "W", or "A" in
the "Type" field to identify the type of fields you want to
review, and press the (ENTER, key. The fields will be displayed
in the FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE but you cannot change any of
the information. If you decide that the field information needs
modifying or that you want to use a field to help you define a
new one, you can then execute the MODIFY or INSERT field task.

You can delete fields from the form using the DROP field
task. To execute the DROP task, enter "D" in the "TASK" field,
I. , "F", "W", or "A" in the "Tpe field to identify the type

of fields you vant to delete, and press the <ENTER, key. The
message "Mark fields to be dropped with an ""I" is displayed in
the message line and the FIELD CHARACTERISTICS TABLE is
displayed with a "DELETE" column. For example:
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FR EDIT MlODE For' FIL File OLDPRMS

TASk i.FORM NEWORM

Type a Size joby 101

raet FDL W - m acks'ound BLACX _
PeomPt EXAPLE FORM~

Ro. 1Cum 0

I a1 Cho taati a a Too Ia --

Fi11 ia- T F,,. S;-- E.:1tsplay rsp Act 0 Sp Prompt Pos

FIELI 1 3 15 15 1 IIPIJT Item 1: LT

FIELD2 I 4 15 15 1 1 NPLIT It"2: LT

Ma: Eflmork 41010, to be dropped with an '!' appleation

Figure 5-41 Using Form Mode to Delete a Field

Mark the field(s) to be dropped by entering an "*" in the
appropriate delete column position(s) and press the (ENTER, key.
The number preceding the message line tells you how many fields
were dropped and a message verifying the last field deleted is
displayed in the message line. You can use the (MESSAGE QUEUE,
key to verify that any other marked fields were successfully
deleted.

5.5.7.3 Using Layout Mode to Modify a Form

When you execute the HF edit task with the "L" edit mode,
* the form is displayed using the special layout symbols described

in section 5.5.6.3. For example:
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"EXAMPLE FOftMQ

I em 2: ' ~m 1

p/.

Figure 5-42 Modifying a Form in Layout Mode

This screen allows you to modify the form by graphically

positioning fields and prompts as described in section 5.5.6.3.

5.5.8 DF (Drop a Form)

Use this task to drop (delete) a form definition from the
FDL source file displayed in the "Form Source" field. You must
enter the name of the form that you want to delete.

The command entry format is: DF foruname4ENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Drop a Form, the name
of the form as the "Form Name". and press the <ENTER, key. For
example:
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FORMS DRIVEN FOCM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

Command EntryI

EDIT TASKS Command Pic Form Name Edit Mode Help

List Forme(LF)

Write Forms(WF)

Compile Forms (CF)

Select a Form (SF)

Iniertt a Form (IF)

Modi y a Form (MF)

.lt, op a Form (DF ) U namform

Exit Write (EW)

Exit Compile (EC)

E::it No save (EN)

Work Task: Modify FDL Source

Form Source: OLOFRMS

MsS: 0jEnter comand on command entry line or use menu selection applcation

Figure 5-43 Choosing DF Using Menu Selection

When this task is executed, the message "Drop was
successful" is displayed in the message line and you remain at
the Edit Task level. Note that if the FDL source file has been
compiled, the FD file for the form is not deleted. You delete
this file using the DC Work Task.

5.5.9 EW (Exit Write)

Use this task to execute the WF (Write Form) Edit Task and
exit the FDFE. This task saves the current FDL source file
without compiling it and generating the FD files.

The Command Entry format is: EW(ENTER,
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To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Exit Write and press
the <ENTER, key.

5.5.10 EC (Exit Compile)

Use this task to compile the form definition(s) you are
currently working on and then exit the FDFE.

The Command Entry format is: EC4ENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Exit Compile and press
the <ENTER) key.

If there are syntax errors, the message "Form compile
errors, review errors and correct" is displayed in the message
line. The errors are stored in the message queue which can be
displayed using the <MESSAGE QUEUE) key. When there are no
syntax errors, the form definition(s) will be saved in the FDL
source file shown in the "Form Source" field, the compiled
form(s) will be saved as FD file(s), and you will exit the FDFE.

5.5.11 EN (Exit No save)

4, Use this task to terminate your current FDFE edit session
without saving or compiling anything.

,The Command Entry format is: EN<ENTER,

To execute this task using menu selection, enter any
nonblank character in the "Pic" field for Exit No save and press
the (ENTER, key.

.5.
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5.6 Limited Edit Task Screen

FORMS DRIVEN FORM EDITOR - VERSION 2.0 JUNE 1.1985

Command EntryI

EDIT TASKS Command Fc For'm Name Edit Modes Help

List Forms(LF)

Select a Form (SF)

E;;It No save (EN)

Work Task: Select FOL Sotrce for- - READINS ONLY

Form Source: OLDFRtS

Ms9: LiEnter command on comand entry line or use menu selection applcation

Figure 5-44 Limited Edit Task Screen

This screen is the next screen displayed when you execute
the SS work task. It is a list of the READ ONLY FDFE functions
available for form definitions contained in the specified FDL
source file. How to execute these tasks is explained in section
5.5.
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SECTION 6

FDL COMPILER - FLAN

The compiler for the Form Definition Language is FLAN.
FLAN must be used to convert form definitions into a format
understood by the Form Processor. FLAN reads an FDL source file
and creates a separate compiled form for each form definition
contained in the source file. A compiled form is referred to as
an FD file.

6.1 Executing FLAN

FLAN is available as an application in the IISS environment
or as a batch program on the host system.

6.1.1 FLAN in the IISS Environment

To execute FLAN in the IISS environment, enter SDFLANZZZZ
as the FUNCTION on the IISS function screen. When you have
successfully accessed FLAN, the following display appears on
your terminal screen:

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IISS Forms Definition Language Compiler Release 2.0
---------------------------------------------------------------------I

I Forms Definition Language File Name:

Msg: 0 applcation
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Enter the name of the FDL source file you want to compile.
".FDL" is the default extension. The compiled forms (.fd files)
are written to the logical IISSULIB.
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6.1.2 FLAN as a Batch Program

FLAN is also available as a batch program outside the IISS
and UIS environment. When you use this version of FLAN, you are
prompted for the FDL source file name. Contact your system
manager for the name of the executable.

6.2 FLAN Error Messages

Error messages in FLAN consist of the line number of the
error, the level of the error, and an error message which
briefly describes the error. There are three levels of errors:

- Warnings: The error does not prevent the creation of a
.FD file although the form may not display as expected.

- Errors: The error is sufficiently serious to prevent the
creation of a .FD file but syntax checking will continue
from this point.

- Fatals: The error is very serious and prevents the

creation of a .FD file and further compilation.

6.2.1 Warning Messages

1. form <form name) too wide for standard screen.

2. form (form name> too long for standard screen.

3. help message too long, truncated.

4. string too long.

6.2.2 Error Messages

1. number of) errors detected.

2. unable to open file filename) for form (form name).

3. value too big for field.

4. size not specified or invalid.

5. no display attribute specified.

6. field (field name, referenced in (field type,
<field name, [prompt] not defined.
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7. circular reference in location of (field type,
(field name, [prompt].

8. overlap between (field type, (field name, [prompt] and
(field type, (field name) [prompt].

9.fedtpfednm,[pop]oftpo cen

9.'field type) field name, [prompt) off topt of screen.

11. unknown background attribute: (attribute name,.

12. must specify relative field name.

13. duplicate field name: (field name,.

14. duplicate display attribute specified.

15. domain only legal for items.

16. duplicate Justification specified.

17. duplicate case specified.

18. duplicate minimum specified.

19. duplicate maximum specified.

20. help only legal for items.

21. duplicate help specified.

22. duplicate value specified.

% 23. duplicate size specified.

24. untermInated string.

25. value only legal for items.

26. unknown function 'function name).

*27. invalid argument for INDEX.

-~28. form Aform name' too narrow: fields extend to column
A (integer,.
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29. form 'form name, too short: fields extend to row

.3nteger-

30. yacc stack overflow.

31. syntax error.

6.2.3 Fatal Messages

1. out of memory.

2. unable to open input file file name,

3. unterminated comment.

4. internal error: corrupt poslst.
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SECTION 7

FORM TOOLS

7.1 Generating Include Members

After compiling a form definition, you can use MAKINC to
generate an include file containing the data structure which
corresponds to the form. This data structure can then be used
in application programs which get data from, or put data to, the
form using the FP routines GDATA and PDATA. The following table

* describes the series of prompts and your responses.

System Prompt Your Response

Your system prompt Log on to the system

Your system prompt Invoke MAKINC

AVAILABLE LANGUAGES:
0 -C
I - COBOL
2 - PL/I

ENTER LANGUAGE: 1

For this example we will use COBOL

FORM NAME: MM

You can enter the name of any form
which has been compiled. For this
example we will use the Message
Management form whose definition
is shown in Section 8.

FORM NAME: -END OF FILE,

This sequence is usually
OONTROL/Z. You can make Include
files for more than one form, so
the prompt for form name is
repeated. When you are finished
making include files, enter the

,END OF FILE, sequence for your
system.
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Your include files are created on your current directory
with the same name as the form and a type (or extension) of INC
on a VAX host. If you want to view the files, you can use any
available editor or display command. For this example, we use
the type command as follows:

S TYPE MM.INC
01 MM-FORM-DATA.

02 MBASE PIC X(5).
02 MSGLIN-FORM-DATA OCCURS 10 TINES.

03 NUMBER PIC X(5).
5'. 03 MSGNAM PIC X(8).

03 MSGDES PIC X(60).

This is your COBOL include file.

A" NOTE that the logical IISSILIB points to the directory

containing the source for COBOL include files, and you may want
to move any COBOL include files generated by MAKINC to this
directory.
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SECTION 8

SAMPLE FORM DEFINITION

This is the FDL source for the form used in the Message
Management program. Figure 8-0 shows the form that is defined.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ERROR MESSAGE DEFINITION SCREEN

Message Base Number:

..NUMBER NAME DESCRIPTION

"',

IMsg" 0 applcation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 8-0 Sample Form

Jb, CREATE FORM m
PROMPT CENTER AT 1 20

'ERROR MESSAGE DEFINITION SCREEN*
PROMPT CENTER AT 2 20

- - -- - .

PROMPT AT 6 2
" NUMBER"

PROMPT AT 6 10
"NAME"

PROMPT AT 6 20
DESCRIPTION'
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ITEM abase
DISPLAY AS input
HELP "Enter the error message's base number"
PROMPT AT 4 2

"Message Base Number:"
AT 4 25
SIZE 5

FORM msglin (10 V WITH 0 SPACES)
DISPLAY AS output
AT 7 2
SIZE 78

CREATE FORM msglin

ITEM number
DISPLAY AS output
AT 1 2
SIZE 5

ITEM asgnam
DISPLAY AS input
HELP "This value is the name of the error"
AT 1 9
SIZE 8

ITEM msgdes
DISPLAY AS input
HELP "Description of the error"
AT 1 19
SIZE 60

-d
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